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PREFACE 

The decade of the 1970's brought, among other things, an increased 
awareness of the importance of energy and the problems of locating, 
developing, and maintaining fuel sources. Both the homeowner and the 
industrialist are now greatly concerned with energy costs and sources. 
As a result, renewable energy resources such as wood are receiving 
unparalleled attention. It is important, however, that in considering 
wood as an alternative energy ·source that careful analyses first be made . 
While no one program can provide all the answers, involved in using wood 
for energy, this Conference provided a first step for examining wood as 
a corrnnercial energy source in Virginia. 

The Conference was organized to present the topic of wood as a 
commercial energy source in Virginia. It was intended to be a straight-
forward presentation, neither advocating or down-playing the 
potential of wood. The Conference was divided into three sessions: 
Wood Fuel; Procurement, Transportation, and Handling of Wood Fuel; and 
Combustion Systems. Questions and discussions followed each presentation 
within each session. 

This proceedings documents the material presented by the individual 
speakers during the sessions. The papers are arranged by order of 
presentation. Only limited revisions in terms of format and grammatical 
usage have been made in the manuscripts submitted by the authors. With 
some exceptions, all illustrations are included at the end of each paper. 
The information presented will be of interest to anyone interested in 
wood as a commercial energy source, particularly in Virginia. This would 
include those in academia, state and federal resource management agencies, 
and industries other than the forest industries, as well as the forest 
products industries. 

J. R. Bush, William C. Robinson, Mark C. Vodak, and Marshall S. White 
were primarily responsible for planning the Conference. Special thanks 
go to A. B. Curtis for the keynote address, and thanks and appreciation 
to the moderators of each session. Last and certainly not least, the 
cooperation and time corrnnitted by the individual speakers in preparing 
and presenting their papers is greatly appreciated. 

v 

Mark C. Vodak 
Marshall S. White 
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WOOD AS A FUEL 

Marshall S. White 
Michael L. Curtis 

Department of Forest Products 
Brooks Forest Products Center 

VPI&SU 
Blacksburg, Virginia 

Our energy concerns are caused by a pricing structure which reflects 
availability. Concerns about supply have caused the cost of energy to 
increase. Actually, there is no way to have an energy "shortage." The 
energy in the Universe is constant, and that of the planet Earth is nearly 
so. It is conserved and can be neither created or destroyed. Our bodies 
are part of the universal energy budget. The total amount is unchanged 
whatis changed is its form. This we know as Entropy. We are part of a 
Universe of increasing Entropy or randomness. Many of man's legendary 
attempts at making order from chaos are just that, "only temporary." When 
we burn a stick of wood in the fireplace, we have not destroyed the energy 
in that piece of wood, we have merely changed its form from wood to co2, 
H2o, and hot air. This is an increase in Entropy from the more ordereo 
solid to the less ordered gases. The problem is that this later form is 
of little use to us as a source of energy. The energy crisis is a crisis 
of form and wood is only one of many forms. 

Perhaps some of you with small children may remember some worksheets 
your children showed you on which they were required to select from any 
five words or pictures that word or item which was uniquely different 
from the other four. Let me test your comprehension. Select from the 
following: a) coal, b) natural gas, c) oil, d) nuclear fuel, and 3) wood, 
that which is different from the others. Whereas, a, b, c, and d are 
principally fuels, e is not. Wood is principally used in construction 
and is uniquely suited for the purpose. A wooden 2x4 requires !/25th the 
energy to produce than its counterpart in aluminum. It is a natural 
insulator and its ease of fastening, attractive strength-to-weight ratio, 
and aesthetic properties have secured its place in an ever-expanding market 
as a structural material. Although the subject of this conference is 
wood as a fuel, an underlying theme might be the conservation of energy. 
It is common knowledge that as far as conserving our nation's energy 
resources, the greatest contribution made by wood is not through burning 
it but rather through its expanded use and replacement of energy-intensive 
and non-renewable materials, i.e., metals and plastics. Our focus is on 
that wood which is not now or will not likely be available to meet the 
materials needs of the Commonwealth • 

As a fuel, wood is also unique from all others. It is the only renew-
able fuel. Unlike coal, oil, natural gas or even nuclear fuels, which 
are biologically inert, most wood, when it is procured, contains living 
tissues. As such, it is constantly changing and these changes affect 
its utility as a fuel. The properties that affect its use as a fuel are 
a) moisture content, b) ash content, c) pH, and d) calorific value. 
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Moisture Content 

Wood is a rigid sponge. It is hydrophilic and has an affinity for 
moisture. Next to availability, this property is the single greatest 
deterrent to the use of wood as a fuel. Energy must be expended to remove 
the water before any energy can be returned to the system and used. 
Depending on the moisture content of the wood, this can be more than 
50 percent of the energy in the wood itself. 

Moisture content is expressed in two ways: the so-called "wet" basis 
and the "dry" basis. Wet basis is the quantity of water by weight expressed 
as a percentage of the weight of wood and water and "dry" basis is the 
quantity of water by weight expressed as a percentage of the weight of the 
wood only. 

If we have one pound of wood which contains one pound of water, then 
the weight of water as a percentage of the weight of the wood ("dry" basis) 
is 100 percent, or the weight of water as a percentage of wood and water 
("wet" basis) is 50 percent. The following formula will convert dry basis 
to wet basis moisture content: 

MCWB 
MC 

DB 
1 + MC 

DB 
where MCWB is the moisture content in percent wet basis and MCDB is the 
mositure content dry basis in percent. 

The term "green" is often used to describe wood which has not been dried 
from its original state in the living tree. The moisture content denoted 
by this term "green" can vary with the season of harvest and also the length 
of time the wood has been exposed to the elements after harvesting. Table 
I contains typical moisture contents, wet and dry basis, for fresh wood 
and bark fuels. In general, hardwoods contain about five percent less 
moisture on a wet basis than pines in the southeastern U.S. The numbers 
in Table I are typical of moisture contents at the time of harvest. 
Depending on how the fuel is handled and the length of time prior to com-
bustion, this moisture content will change. Recent studies have shown that 
the moisture content in piles of exposed wood and/or bark particles will 
increase during storage. Actually, the inner zones will lose and the outer 
zones will take up moisture. The pile of green materials will heat spon-
taneously, causing moisture to move to the surface. Some will evaporate 
and some will condense. This condensation, together with the effects 
of periodic rain, will generally result in a net increase in moisture during 
storage. Table II contains the gross changes in moisture for inner and 
outer zones of cone-shaped storage piles for various wood and bark fuels. 
Although presented on a five-month basis, the studies show that 90 percent 
of the changes in mositure content have occurred with the first 6 to 8 
weeks of storage. The figures shown are based on storage begun in Virginia 
during the fall season. 

When one considers the ratio of surface zone to inner zone by volume 
and the moisture gradient within piles, a net change in moisture content 
during exposed storage in conical piles can be determined and is shown in 

.. 

' 
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Table III. 

From these studies, recommendations for outside storage have been made 
to reduce the impact of moisture content changes during storage on available 
energy. 

Ash Content 

Wood is made up of combustible and non-combustible materials. The com-
bustible fraction contains volatile matter which burns in the gaseous state 
and fixed carbon which burns from the solid state as charcoal. Wood contains 
about 80 percent volatiles and 20 percent fixed carbon, dry weight basis, 
and bark 75 percent and 25 percent, respectively. 

The non-combustible content of wood, known as ash, which should not be 
confused with fly ash, consists of silicates, rare earth oxides of calcium, 
potassium and aluminum and, depending on the fuel, just plain dirt. The 
non-combustible fraction of wood is quoted in the literature as less than one 
percent by weight and compares favorably to coal, which, depending on grade, 
varies from 5-25 percent. Although the one percent figure is correct for 
wood, it may be misleading for wood fuels. Table IV contains typical ash 
contents for wood fuels. 

Notice the relatively high values for bark and low values for clean 
sawdust. Whole tree chips and pellets contain some amount of bark and wood 
and so they contain intermediate levels of non-combustibles. The burning 
of 100 tons of green bark may result in 4-5 tons of non-combustible ash, 
whereas if sawdust is being burned, less than one half of a ton results. 

Chemical activity in storage piles of bark and sawdust result in deterior-
ation and losses in the combustible fraction of wood. The ash content of a 
one-year-old pile of hardwood whole tree chips and bark may approach five and 
twelve percent, respectively. 

Fly ash is the unburned portion of the fuel. Typically, it will contain 
50-60 percent carbon, which may be separated and reinjected for burning 
in larger combustors. Table V is a typical fly ash analysis for bark. 

Assuming fly ash from the combustion of green hardwood whole tree chips 
at 50 percent wet basis moisture content as 4 percent non-combustible and 
one percent carbon, a 100 bhp systemburns6.5 greens tons per hour. The 
total ash production would be about 650 pounds/hour. This material is 
removed from the burner or the flue. Disposal may be a problem. Entrained 
ash is abrasive to refractory and flue duct. Dirty fuels will reduce the 
life of both. Fly ash is non-toxic and the pH is neutral. Today, fly ash 
is usually landfilled, however, potential uses may be discovered in the near 
future. 

Acidity (pH) 

pH is a measure of hydrogen ion concentration which indicates the rela-
tive acidity of a solution. Acidic liquids and vapors are corrosive. The 
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water-soluble fraction of green wood or bark is slightly acidic for most 
domestic woods. Notice in Figure 1 that wood and bark become slightly more 
acidic during storage, from 4-5 to 3-4 on the logarithmic scale. Hardwood 
bark, sawdust and whole tree chips seem to be less acidic than pine and 
change less during storage. 

The handling and burning of acidic green fuel will adversely affect 
fuel handling equipment and boiler hardware. In one case, wood fuel particles 
were piled around overhead conveyor supports. Within six months, the con-
veyor supports were corroded to the extent that they had to be replaced. 

Another problem associated with acidic water solubles in wood or bark 
is caused by leaching. Water-soluble material will run off around large 
exposed piles of wood fuel. This problem increases with storage time. 
Several firms have been forced to control this problem using filtration strips 
and settling or evaporation ponds. 

Higher maintenance costs of wood-fired systems can be associated with 
the relative acidity of wood fuels. 

Sulfur 

Wood contains a negligible amount of sulfur. Unlike heavy oils and 
most coal, sulfur is not considered an emission problem with wood fuel. 

Bulk Density 

The bulk density of wood fuels will depend on the size of the particles, 
the density of each particle and their moisture content. In sales of wood 
fuels, volumes are insensitive to moisture contents, whereas weight basis 
sales are directly affected by the weight of the water in the fuel. Wood 
particles are often sold in "units" which is the amount of loose packed 
material in 200 Ft3/ One may purchase round wood by the cord (128 Ft3). 
When the round wood is chipped to pulp chip size, one cord will occupy 
about 230 Ft3. 

Table VI contains some bulk densities for wood and bark particles which 
may be helpful in converting from weights to volumes. These are "unpacked" 
measures. In large piles, the weight of particles will cause packing. The 
packing density will, therefore, be greater than the bulk density shown in 
Table VI. How much greater is not known. 

Wood and bark are relatively bulky materials. Solid fuels are generally 
more difficult to handle than liquids or gases. The bulk density of wood 
or bark particles is less than coal or oil, and therefore, greater storage 
areas are needed. A pound of wood, dry, contains less energy than a pound 
of coal or oil. The per unit energy handling costs and storage volumes are 
greater for wood than for alternative fuels. Although it varies, depending 
on the coal or oil used for comparison, on the average one pound of oil gives 
the equivalent heat of about 2.2 pounds of coal or 4.3 pounds of hogged 
wood and bark. About one cubic foot of oil contains the same energy as 
3 cubic feet of coal or 11 cubic feet of wood or bark. 

' 

• 
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Calorific Value 

Three terms are used as expressions of calorific value: 

1) Higher Heating Value (HHV)*: The maximum potential energy in the dry 
fuel contained in a sample. For wood and bark, this ranges from 7,900 
to 10,000 BTU/lb. The figure used most often is 8,500 BTU/lb. 

2) Gross Heating Value (GHV)*: The maximun potential energy in the fuel 
as received. It reflects the displacement of fiber by the water percent 
in the fuel. Gross Heating Value is expressed by the formula: 

GHV = HHV(l) - MCWB/100) 

where HHV is the Higher Heating Value and MCWB is the moisture content 
on the wet weight basis. 

For example: if HHV - 8,500 BTU/lb and MCWB = 10 percent 

Then: GHV = 8,500 (1 - 10/100) = 7,650 BTU/lb. 
if HHV 8,500 BTU/lb and MCWB = 50 percent. 

Then: GHV 8,500 (1 - 50/100) = 4,250 BTU/lb. 

3) Net Heating Value (NHV)*: The potential energy available in the fuel as 
received, taking into account energy loss in evaporating and superheating 
the water in the sample. This energy loss accounts for most of the lower 
efficiency of boilers burning wet wood compared to dry wood or fossil 
fuels. Net Heating Value is expressed by the formula: 

where HHV is the Higher Heating Value, MC is the moisture content on a 
wet weight basis, and LH20 is the heat (BTU) to vaporize and superheat 
one pound of water. 

LH20 = (970 + (212 - T1) + 0.56 (T2 - 212)] 

where T1 (°F) is the temperature of the fuel entering the boiler and 
T2 (°F) is the temperature of stack gases. 

For example: if HHV - 8,500 BTU/lb and MCWB = 10 percent and LH20 = 
1200 BTU/l (from tables of superheated steam 900°F at 1 atmosphere 
pressure) 

Then: NHV 8,500 (1 - 10/100) - (1200xl0/100) 
7,650 - 120 = 7,530. 

*Definition from Decisionmakers' Guide to Wood Fuel for Small Industrial 
Use. 1980 SERI/TR 8234/1. 
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If MC = SO percent and the other variables are unchanged, 
Then:WBNHV = 8,SOO (1 - S0/100) - (1200x50/100) = 4,2SO - 600 = 3,6SO BTU/lb. 

Higher Heating Values vary no more than 10 percent from one species to 
the next and often vary more within species depending on growth conditions. 

From a practical point of view, wood fuels are mixed species and dif-
ferentiation is useless in determining heat values. Some will segregate 
bark from wood and resinous softwoods from hardwoods. Typcial ranges for 
these values can be found in Table VII. Bark generally exhibits slightly 
higher values than the corresponding wood. 

Higher Heating Values will increase slightly, about S-9 percent, during 
the first four months' storage, followed by a decline to just below the 
original value. 

Figure 2 is a plot of Net Heating Value versus Time in piled storage 
of hardwood whole tree chips. Notice the rapid decline during the first 60 
days' storage. 88 percent of the decline is due to net increase in moisture. 
The remaining 12 percent is due to fuel loss or packing density variations. 
Table VII contains the estimated percent losses as a function of storage 
time in days for several different storage piles. The losses are greatest 
for bark and less for sawdust and whole tree chips. A bark pile may lose 
half its available energy during one year's storage. One way to reduce 
these losses is to increase piling height as shown in Figure 3. Changing 
piling height has been shown to alter moisture gradients within the piles. 
The larger the pile, the less the average loss in available energy. 

The Net Heating Value (NHV) is not recoverable in any wood combustor. 
Wood and bark generally contain about six percent hydrogen by dry weight. 
This hydrogen will combine with oxygen during combustion and form water vapor. 
The heat in this water vapor will be lost out of the stack. Water by weight 
is one part hydrogen and 8 parts oxygen; therefore, 0.06 pounds of hydrogen 
will form O.S4 pounds of water. The energy loss can be estimated. 

Stack gas heat loss caused by hydrogen (BTU/lb of wet fuel ) = 
O.S4(1 - MCWB) [970 + (212 - T1) + (0.46(T2 - 212)] 

where MCWB is the wet basis moisture content expressed as a decimal fraction 
and T1 is the temperature of the fuel entering the boiler (°F) and T2 is the 
temperature of flue gases (°F). 

Other losses include hot dry air in the form of excess air of combustion 
(above stoichiometric or theoretical air requirement to maintain combustion) 
and also as the combustion product co2. One pound of dry wood or bark requires 
about 1.40 pounds of oxygen or 6.03 pounds of air for combustion. Generally, 
30 to SO percent more air is required to maintain combustion due to exchange 
inefficiencies of the air with the fuel particles. 

Stack gas heat caused by dry gas and excess air (BTU/lb of wet fuel) = 
(T2-T1) (l-MCWB)[(l.44(% excess air))+l.S6] 

f 
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where MCWB is the wet basis moisture content expressed as a decimal fraction 
and % excess air (usually 40 to 50 percent for green fuels) is expressed 
as a decimal fraction (0.40 or 0.50) and T1 and T2 are as before. 

In addition, all burners will lose some heat via convection from the 
hardware. This is called conventional heat loss. In a well-run, reasonably 
efficient operation, this can be kept in the 3-5 percent range. It obviously 
depends on the condition of the hardware and the abilities of the operator. 

Figure 4 is the so-called bottom line on energy recovery. It is a plot 
of recoverable energy as a function of fuel moisture content. The Gross 
Heating Value (GHV), the Net Heating Value (NHV), and the recoverable heat 
are shown. It is interesting to note that a pound of wood at 50 percent 
moisture content wet basis with an estimated Higher Heating Value of 8,500 
BTU's will yield only about 2750 BTU's of usable energy. 

SUMMARY 

Connnercial wood fuels may contain more dirt than is traditionally con-
sidered for most wood residues. Handling of certain green wood fuels will be 
more costly than alternative fuels because of their relatively high acidity, 
low bulk density and high dirt content. Wood has an affinity for moisture. 
This moisture reduces conversion efficiencies and will generally increase 
particulate stack emissions over drier fuels. During outside storage, 
wood fuels will initially pick up moisture, reducing the Net Heating Value 
by as much as 15 percent in thirty days. Larger piles appear to lose less 
energy. This indicates a need to purchase fuels on a moisture content basis 
as delivered and to modify fuel requirement estimates to account for the 
moisture gain during storage. It appears that stand-by storage with a short-
term covered storage system is desirable . 
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TABLE I. TYPICAL "GREEN" AND "DRY" BASIS 
MOISTURE CONTENTS FOR WOOD FUELS 

Hardwood Whole Tree Chips 
Pine Whole Tree Chips 
Hardwood Bark 
Pine Bark 
Hardwood Sawdust 
Pine Sawdust 
Dry Sawmill Residues 
Pellets and Furniture Residues 

Percent 
Dry Basis 

MC 

70 
90 
70 
70 
80 
90 
20 
10 

Percent 
Wet Basis 

MC 

41 
47 
41 
41 
44 
47 
17 

9 

TABLE II. MOISTURE CONTENT CHANGES 
WITHIN AND ON THE SURFACE OF STORAGE PILES 

INITIAL AFTER 5 MONTHS 
Dry Wet Dry Wet 

Basis Basis Basis Basis 
(%) (%) (%) (%) 

Hardwood WTC 
Inner Zones 73 42 53 35 
Outer Zones 73 42 134 57 

Hardwood Sawdust 
Inner Zones 87 47 150 60 
Outer Zones 87 47 151 60 

Hardwood Bark 
Inner Zones 80 44 91 48 
Outer Zones 80 44 155 61 

Pine Bark 
Inner Zones 70 41 30 23 
Outer Zones 70 41 160 62 

• 

• 
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TABLE III. NET MOISTURE CONTENT CHANGES 
DURING STORAGE OF WOOD FUELS 

INITIAL AFTER 5 MONTHS 
Dry Wet Dry 

Basis Basis Basis 
(%) (%) (%) 

Hardwood WTC 73 42 110 
Hardwood Bark 70 41 130 
Hardwood Sawdust 87 47 165 

TABLE IV. ASH CONTENT OF WOOD FUELS 

Hardwood Bark 
Hardwood Sawdust 
Hardwood WTC 
Wood Pellets 

% Ash 
Dry Weight 

Basis 

8 
1 
3 

3-4 

Wet 
Basis 

(%) 

52 
57 
62 
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TABLE V. FLY ASH ANALYSIS FOR WOOD FUELS* 

% % 
Dry Basis Dry Basis 

Carbon 60% 

Inorganic Non- 40% Al2o3 24% 
Combustibles Si92 43% 

Cao 8% 

K2o 13% 
MgO 5% 
Na2o 4% 

P205 3% 
B, Mn, Fe, Mo, 
Cu, Zn: TRACE 

100% 

*Decisionmakers' Guide to Wood Fuel for Sawmill Industrial Users. 1980 
SERI/TR 8234/1. 

TABLE VI. EXAMPLE BULK DENSITIES 
FOR WOOD FUELS 

Hardwood Bark (Green) 
Pine Chips (Green) 
Pine Bark (Green) 
Hardwood Whole Tree Chips (Green) 
Moisture Pine Sawdust (7% MCWB) 
Wood Pellets (9% M~B) 

28#/Ft. 3 

24/1/Ft. 3 

261/ /Ft. 3 
3 2511/Ft. 

1811/Ft. 3 

35/1/Ft. 3 

• 

.. 

• 
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TABLE VII. GENERAL RANGE OF 
HIGHER HEATING VALUES 

FOR WOOD AND BARK 

HHV 
Wood 

BTU/lb. 
Bark 

Resinous Softwoods 8600-9700 8800-10800 

Hardwoods 8000-8500 7400- 9800 

Hardwood Whole 
Tree Chips 

Hardwood Bark 

Hardwood 
Sawdust 

TABLE VIII. ENERGY LOSSES AS A FUNCTION OF 
STORAGE TIME EXPRESSED AS A PERCENT OF 

THE AVAILABLE ENERGY AT THE BEGINNING OF STORAGE 

Pile Days in Storage 
Ht. 15 30 45 60 75 90 120 

20' 5 9 11 13 15 16 17 
15' 6 10 14 17 19 20 23 
10' 8 13 17 20 22 24 27 

15' 11 19 24 29 32 35 38 

15' 8 14 19 22 24 26 29 

250 

21 
27 
32 

46 

35 
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FIGURE 3, ENERGY LOSSES AS A FUNCTION OF 
PILE HEIGHT FOR ONE YEAR STORAGE 

OF HARDWOOD WHOLE TREE CHIPS • 
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Figure 4. Recoverable heat energy, available potential heat and heat 
losses for a typical wood fuel per pound of wet fuel at various mois-
ture contents" The fuel has a higher heating value of 8,500 Btu per 
pound" The combustion heat recovery system is assumed to be gperating 
with 40 percent excess air and a stack gas temperature of 500 F, 
fairly typical for an industrial system" A constant conventional heat 
loss factor of 4 percent and complete combustion are also assumed" 
From: "How to Estimate Recoverable Heat Energy in ~food and Bark Fuels," 

1979, General Tech" Report FPL 29" 
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AVAILABILITY OF FOREST RESIDUES IN VIRGINIA 

Mark C. Vodak 
Department of Forestry 

VPI&SU 
Blacksburg, VA 

If nothing else, the decade of the seventies was the decade of energy 
consciousness. The first energy crunch in the early part of the seventies 
was followed by another in the latter part coupled with a mild recession. 
Not only did gasoline and transportation costs soar, but so, too, did all 
fuel prices, particularly oil and natural gas. Consequently, heating and 
manufacturing costs increased rapidly and substantially. And as a result, 
alternative and supplementary sources of energy were sought. Wood, once 
the nation's energy mainstay in its not so distant past, is receiving 
renewed interest as both a home and industrial energy source. 

There are approximately 740,147,400 acres of forest land in the 
United States of which 487,725,900 acres are classified as connnercial 
forest lands (USDA-FS, 1978).1 From these forested lands, the United States 
obtains approximately 1.1 quads (one quadrillion BTU's) of energy of an 
estimated annual 76 quads of total energy consumption (Anon., 1979). It 
is projected that 10 quads of the nation's energy needs could be obtained 
from wood by the year 2000 (Office of Technology Assessment, 1980). 

But where will this wood come from? And, particularly, where will it 
come from in Virginia? Is it available? 

There are basically two primary sources of wood for energy: the 
forests and the wood processing industries. Wood from the wood processing 
industries is in the form of wastes or residues from the manufacturing 
process, and can be in the form of bark, sawdust, chips, or sawn pieces. 
Wood for energy from the forest will be termed forest residues in this 
paper, and include such things as tops, limbs, and trees left after logging, 
standing trees that are commercially undesirable because of species, size, 
or defect, and any other non-connnercial tree or tree part. 

As shown in Table 1 (Knight and McClure, 1978), of the more than 
25.5 million acres in Virginia, approximately 16.2 million acres are 
forested and almost 16 million acres are considered commercial forest 
land (Knight and McClure, 1978). Table II (Knight and McClure, 1978) 
shows the connnercial forest land by ownership classes. It is important 
to note that the greatest percentage of Virginia's commercial forest lands 
are owned by private, non-industrial owners. In Table III (Knight and 
McClure, 1978), the acres of commercial forest land by forest type and 
ownership class for Virginia are given. The table conclusively shows that 
not only does the private sector own most of the commercial forest land 
in Virginia, but hardwood acreage is almost four times that of softwood. 

1commercial forest lands are defined as those producing or capable 
of producing crops of industrial wood and not withdrawn from timber 
utilization. 

• 

• 
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Forest acreage figures for Virginia are impressive and indicate the 
importance of the forest resource. But just exactly what does all this 
mc.~an in terms of wood volume? There are approximately 23,145 million 
!'.Ubic: f(~et of live timber growing on Virginia forest lands (Knight and 
McClure, 1978). Table IV (Knight and McClure, 1978) gives the volume 
of growing stock and sawtimber on Virginia's connnercial forest land by 
ownership classes and by hardwood or softwood.2 Table V (Knight and 
McClure, 1978) shows the average net volume per acre on Virginia's com-
mercial forest land by physiographic class, tree class, and species 
group. On the average, there are 1449 cubic feet of wood and 3,366 
board feet of sawtimber per acre of connnercial forest land. 

But the requirements of the resource are not as stringent for fuel-
wood as a product as for the traditional forest products of pulpwood and 
sawtimber. Trees too small or defective for pulpwood or sawtimber can be 
used for energy. Poor stands not merchantable by curret standards and 
logging residues left in the woods are also sources of wood for energy. 
So obviously, while gorwing stock and sawtimber volumes on connnercial 
forest land can give a good idea of the wood available in Virginia 
forests, they are not completely satisfactory for determing what wood 
volumes are available for fuelwood. 

Table VI (Knight and McClure, 1978) includes the rough, rotten, and 
salvable dead trees in the timber volume calculations for commercial 
forest land. According to the latest data, about 3,528 million cubic feet, 
or approximately 96.6 million green tons3 of wood are in the form of 
rough, rotten and salvable dead trees. This is roughly equal to 15 
percent of the timber volume on connnercial forest lands. This wood is 
readily available for energy, and removal of such timber in most cases 
would benefit the residual growing stock. 

Logging residues are those materials left either standing or on the 
ground after a harvest. They are also sources of wood for energy. From 
the latest data, Table VII (Welch, 1980) shows the predicted volumes of 
logging residues in Virginia. It is estimated that approximately 137.3 
million cubic feet, or about 3.7 million green tons of wood can be 
expected to remain or be available on logging sites following harvests. 
These residuals would be in the form of standing trees, logs, stumps, 
tops, limbs, saplings, and rough, rotten, and salvable dead trees. 

But how about total volumes of timber on Virginia's connnercial forest 
land? Much work is now being done to develop fast and reliable methods 
for inventorying total forest biomass, as well as methods for converting 
or inventorying or predicting forest biomass in terms of weight. Until 

2Those live trees of conunercial species that are desirable or accept-
able and at least 5.0 inches in diameter at the four and one half feet 
point in the stem; the volume is calculated from a one-foot stump to a 
minimum four inch top diameter of the main stem. 

3conversion factors of 51 pounds per cubic foot (bark and green wood) 
and 55 pounds per cubic foot (bark and green wood) were used for softwood 
and hardwoods, respectively (Sarles, 1978). 
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recently, forest inventories usually included only the merchantable stems 
of commercial species above a certain diameter size limit. Even so, 
based on the latest Virginia Survey (Knight and McClure, 1978), and using 
some average ratios of merchantable tree stems to top and branches 
(Arola, 1978), and average cubic foot-weight conversion factors (Sarles, 
1978), Table VIII gives estimates of the total above ground volume in 
green tons of Virginia's commercial forest lands. For all forest trees 
on Virginia's almost 16 million acres of commerical forest lands, the 
estimated weight of the above ground portion is the rather huge total of 
1,063.5 million green tons. 

Considering the amount of forest land in Virginia and the volume of 
wood available in the form of growing stock, cull trees, and logging 
residues, to what extent are forest residues bing used for fuel in 
Virginia? According to the latest figures (Knight and McClure, 1977), 
fuelwood is the state's third leading timber product, surpassed only by 
sawlogs and pulpwood in terms of volume. Not counting industrial wood 
residues used for fuelwood, the State's output totalled almost 113 million 
cubic feet or approximately 3.0 million green tons. It is also interesting 
to note that growing stock trees are used for fuelwood, not just those 
trees and residues unsuitable for conventional products and markets. 
More than half of the total output came from trees five inches in diameter 
and larger that met the minimum standards for growing stock (Knight and 
McClure, 1977). Two thirds of this was hardwood. The remaining fuel 
volumes were derived from rough, rotten, and dead trees (cull trees) 
together with saplings, logging residues (tops, limbs, etc.) and trees 
cut from non-forest land. 

With a rough idea, then, of the total amount of wood on Virginia's 
timberlands and the volume of logging residues that can be expected fol-
lowing harvests, just how much can be considered potentially available 
for energy wood? Theoretically, the total amount of wood could be 
expressed as the net growth less timber cut, plus mortality, logging 
residue and other removals. Table IX shows the current annual net growth 
and mortality of all trees 5" dbh and larger. Virginia's huge growing 
stock of softwoods and hardwoods is producing an estimated net increment 
of 36.9 million tons, annually. And as long as the inventory of trees is 
maintained, it will continue to do so year after year. 

In 1976, an estimated 15.4 million tons (Table X) of timber were 
removed from the forests through harvesting and other operations. This 
leaves an excess of 21.5 million tons. Assuming mortality, logging 
residues and other removals can be salvaged, the total annual excess of 
wood and bark increases to 45.6 million tons. This is potentially 
available for energy, as well as chemical conversion, or wood and fiber 
products. 

Obviously, not all of this annual excess wood is actually available 
or salvagable. Many factors affect actual availability. Environmental 
factors, such as adverse site conditions (steep slopes over 40 percent; 
year around water problems; and poor or highly erodable soil types): 
social factors, such as private ownerships and objectives; and economic 
factors such as problems of access, transportation, and competing 

.. 
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products will limit or prevent use in many cases. In fact, twenty percent 
of Virginia's forest lands are limited regarding practicing intensive 
forestry. 

One third to one half, or lS.2 to 22.8 million tons, of the total 
calculated potential annual excess wood would be a conservative but realistic 
estimate of the amount of wood actually available for immediate use. Even 
so, at 8.0 million BTU per ton4, the estimated annual amount of wood avail-
able will yield about 122 to 182 trillion BTU of available wood energy, 
which is equivalent to approximately 21 to 31 million barrels of number two 
fuel oil. S 

Can the rate of growth on Virginia's forest lands be maintained? 
Timberland acreage is expected to decrease between now and the year 2000 
by approximately 600,000 acres (Knight and McClure, 1978), but timber volume 
and growth are expected to continue increasing. Through improved timber 
management alone projected growth per acre can be increased by almost 
SO percent over the next 30 years (Knight and McClure, 1978). Thus, with 
planning and management not only can Virginia's timber resource be main-
tained, but timber production increased as well. 

One remaining question to be answered, is that if, indeed, these excess 
volumes of wood are available "out there" in the forests, how can they 
be located or obtained? The national forests, state forests, and private 
landowners all sell timber. Timber must also be removed in landclearing 
for various types of construction. Contact the USFS District Ranger in 
your area, or your county forester for information on timber sales, 
logging operations, and timber prices. They cannot only supply these types 
of information, and tell you how to find them yourself, but can also 
advise you of good forest management practices. Private consultant 
foresters should also be able to supply these services as well as others, 
such as negotiating sells and monitoring harvests. It is certainly advis-
able for anyone contemplating buying timber, particularly standing timber, 
to obtain professional assistance, at least until the many intricacies 
are more familiar. · 

Finally, keeping in mind the extent and availability of Virginia's 
forest resource and its favorable-growth projections, how many acres of 
timberland would be necessary to supply raw wood for an individual 
industry's energy requirements? Table XI (Stanley, 1980) indicates the 
approximate number of acres necessary to supply examples of different 
capacity industries at different site quantities. Depending on the 
industry capacity, the acreage can be substantial. Site productivity 
is important, as acreage requirements decrease with increasing growth 
potential. 

4 8.0 million BTU per ton of wood and water, at SO percent wet basis 
moisture content (White, 1980). 

5calculations assumed 140,000 BTU/gallon of oil, and 42 gallon/ 
barrel. 
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Summary 

There are almost 16.2 million acres of forested land in Virginia, 
growing approximately 23.2 billion cubic feet (625.1 million green tons) 
of merchantable timber. Almost 16 million acres are considered connnercial 
forest land with 19.7 billion cubic feet of growing stock, or approximately 
529.5 million green tons of wood. Fifteen percent of the volume on 
commercial forest lands is in rough, rotten and salvable dead trees. 
This is a volume of approximately 3.5 billion cubic feet, or 96.6 million 
green tons of wood. Based on a 1978 Virginia forest industry survey, 
the projected volumes of forest residues from logging operations is 137.3 
million cubic feet (3.7 million green tons) of wood. Total above ground 
volume of wood on Virginia's commercial forest lands is estimated to be 
approximately 1,063.5 million green tons. This huge stock is growing an 
annual net increment of 36.9 million tons. If annual mortality, logging 
residues and other removals are assumed salvagable and annual harvested 
timber included, there is an estimated annual excess of 45.6 million tons 
of wood and bark potentially available for energy. Assuming that only 
1/3 to 1/2 of this estimated excess is currently truly available, the 
BTU value would be the equivalent of 21 to 31 million barrels of oil. 

Wood for energy is already the third leading timber product by volume 
in Virginia with total output of about 113 million cubic feet or just 
over 3 million green tons. Half of this total was harvested from growing 
stock, and two-thirds of it was hardwood. 

While Virginia's forested acreage is expected to decrease over the 
next 20 years, timber volumes and growth are expected to continue increasing. 
Improved timber management, alone, can increase timber growth per acre by 
almost 50 percent. Thus, supply and availability of forest residues or 
wood for energy looks promising. 

Many factors, however, affect the actual availability of forest 
residues and wood for energy. How many acres and how much volume is present 
or possible does not necessarily indicate what is inunediately obtainable. 
Environmental factors, social factors, and economic factors will limit 
or prevent use in many cases. 

Finally, much work and research is on-going to derive better inven-
tory and prediction methods. More and more precise data are important 
in determining forest residue availability. 

• 

• 
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TABLE I 
Area By Land Classes in Virginia, 1977 

LAND CLASS 

Forest Land: 

Commercial 
Productive Reserved 
Unproductive 

Total 

Non Forest Land: 

Cropland 
Pasture and Range 
Otherl 

Total 

All Land 

AREA (Acres) 

15,972,793 
374,561 

70,025 
16,417,379 

3,098,623 
3,641,844 
2,354,550 
9,095,017 

25,512,396 

1 Includes swamp and industrial and urban areas, other non-forest 
land and 215,894 acres classed as water by Forest Survey standards 
but defined as land by Bureau of Consensus. 

TABLE II 
Area of Commercial Forest Land by Ownership Classes 

In Virginia, 1977 

Ownership Classes 
National Forest 

State 

Other Federal: 
Indian 
Miscellaneous Federal 

Total Other Federal 

County and Municipal 
Forest Industry 
Farmer Owned 
Miscellaneous Private: 

Individual 
Corporate 
Total Miscellaneous Private 

All Ownerships 

Area (Acres) 
1,457,989 

485 
245,126 
245 '611 

183,345 
68,985 

1,669,618 
6,209,938 

4,971,914 
1,165,339 
6,137,307 

15,972,793 

• 
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TABLE III 

Area of Commercial Forest Land in Virginia 
By Forest Types and Ownership Classes, 1977 

ALL 
TYPE OWNERSHIP PUBLIC PRIVATE 

ACRES 

Softwood Types: 

White Pine-Hemlock 152, 109 12,826 139,283 
Loblolly Pine 1,575,469 55,302 1,520,167 
Shortleaf Pine 287, 724 14,561 273,163 
Virginia Pine 1,216,610 68,320 1,148,290 
Eastern Redcedar 76,067 3,097 72,970 
Pond Pine 2,590 2,590 
Pitch Pine 83,826 47,789 36,037 
Table-Mountain Pine 43,093 22,212 202881 

Total 3,4372488 2242107 322132381 

Hardwood Types: 

Oak-Pine 1,931,626 174,804 1,756,822 
Oak-Hickory 8,284,511 1,320,386 7'964,125 
Chestnut Oak 475,553 205,831 269' 722 
Oak-Gum-Cypress 363,975 9,447 354,528 
Elm-Ash-Cottonwood 349,328 8,070 341,258 
Maple-Beech-Birch 1302312 13,285 117,027 

Total 12!5352305 1!7312823 10!8032482 

ALL TYPES 15,972,793 1,955,930 14,016,863 



OWNERSHIP CLASS 

National Forest 
Other Public 
Forest Industry 
Farmer and Misc. 

Private 

All Ownerships 

OWNERSHIP CLASS 

National Forest 
Other Public 
Forest Industry 
Farmer and Misc. 

Private 

All Ownerships 
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TABLE IV 
Volume of Growing Stock and Sawtimber 

On Virginia's Commercial Forest Land By 
Ownership Classes and by Softwood and 

Hardwood, 1977 

GROWING STOCK 
ALL SPECIES SOFTWOOD HARDWOOD 

Thousand Cubic Feet 

1,802,592 290,444 1,512,148 
820,855 275,232 545,623 

1,810,739 877' 157 933,582 

15,222,274 4,069,263 11,153,011 

19,656,460 5,512,096 14,144,364 

SAWTIMBER 
ALL SPECIES SOFTWOOD HARDWOOD 

Thousand Board Feet1 

4,978,218 1,023, 726 3,954,492 
2,423,338 824,818 1,598,520 
5,041,372 2,589,548 2,451,824 

41,327,707 11,695,993 29,631,714 

53,770,635 16,134,085 37,636,550 

1International 1/4-inch rule. 

• 
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TABLE V 
AVERAGE NET VOLUME AND GROWIH PER ACRE ON VIRGINIA'S CCl+!ERCIAL 

l'OREST LJ\ND BY PHYSIOGRAPIHC CLASS, TREE CLASS, AND SPECIES GROUP 
1977 

Physiographic Class Net Volume Per Acre 
and Tree Class Softwood F!arawood Total 

Cubic Board Cubic Board Cubic Board 
feet feet feet feet feet feet 

• 
Deep swamps: 

Growing stock 170.7 757 1,217.4 2,700 1,388.1 3,457 
Rough & rotten trees 657.8 657.8 

Total 170.7 757 1,875.2 2,700 2,045.9 3,457 

Broad stream margins: 
Growing stock 283.1 1,368 1,265.9 3,863 1,549.0 5,231 
Rough & rotten trees 14.6 420.5 435.1 

Total 297.7 1,368 1,686.4 3,863 1,984.1 5,231 

Narrow stream margins: 
Growing stock 98.9 414 1,233.5 3,737 1,332.4 4,151 
Rough & rotten trees 2.6 315.0 317.6 

Total 101.5 414 1,548.5 3,737 1,650.0 4,151 

~unta in tops and slopes: 
Growing stock 131.2 429 1,069.0 2,873 1,200.2 3,302 
Rough & rotten trees 11. 2 349.0 360.2 

Total 142.4 429 1,418.0 2,873 1,560.4 3,302 

Flatwoods & dry pocosins: 
Growing stock 721. 2 2,659 691.7 1,890 1,412.9 4,549 
Rough & rotten trees 6.2 117.7 123.9 

Total 727.4 2,659 809.4 1,890 1,536.8 4,549 

Bays & wet pocosins: 
Growing stock 401.9 1,739 64.0 98 465.9 1,837 
Rough & rotten trees 6.1 145.7 151.8 

Total 408.0 1,739 209.7 98 617.7 1,837 

Rolling uplands: 
Growing stock 389.5 937 794.6 2,041 1,184.1 2,978 
Rough & rotten trees 14.2 133.7 147.9 

Total 403.7 937 928.3 2,041 1,332.0 2,978 

• Sandhills: 
Growing stock 
Rough & rotten trees 

• Total 

Other misc. classes: 
Growing stock 227.1 793 1,051.9 2,827 1,279.0 3,620 
Rough & rotten trees 15.2 252.4 267.6 

Total 242.3 793 1,304.3 2,827 1,546.6 3,620 

.\11 classes: 
Growing stock 345.1 1,010 885.5 2,356 1,230.6 3,366 
Rough & rotten trees 11. 7 206.7 218.4 

Total 356.8 1,010 1,092.2 2,356 1,449.0 3,366 
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TABLE VI 
Volume of Timber on Virginia's Commercial 

Forest Land By Class of Timber and By Softwood and Hardwood, 1977 

CLASS OF TIMBER 

Sawtimber Trees: 

Saw-log portion 
Upper-stem portion 

Total 

Pole timber Trees 

All Growing-Stock 
Trees 

Rough Trees : 

Sawtimber-size trees 
Pole timber-size trees 

Total 

Rotten Trees: 

Sawtimber-size trees 
Pole timber-size trees 

Total 

Salvable Dead Trees: 

Sawtimber-size trees 
Pole timber-size trees 

Total 

Total, All Timber 

ALL 
SPECIES SOFTWOOD HARDWOOD 

-------Thousand Cubic Feet------------

10,337,732 2,986,008 7,351,724 
2,071,165 5712660 12499,505 

12,4082897 3,5572668 82851,229 

7,247,563 12954,428 52293,135 

19,656,460 5,512,096 14,1442364 

1,276,365 72' 797 1,203,568 
12754,610 108,207 126462403 
3,030,975 181,004 2,849,971 

398,888 5,702 393,186 
582974 848 58,126 

4572862 62550 4512312 

18,342 10,597 7,745 
202798 122708 82090 
392140 232305 152835 

232184,437 5!722!955 17!461,482 

" 

• 

.. 
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TABLE VII 
Predicted Volume of Logging Residues in 

Virginia by Species Group and Source of Material 
1978 

SOURCE OF MATERIAL 

Sawtimber Trees: 

Saw- log portion 
Upper stem 
Stump 
Tops and Limbs 

TOTAL 

Pole timber Trees: 

Upper stem 
Stump 
Tops and Limbs 

TOTAL 

Sapling-Size Trees: 

Rough, Rotten and 
Dead Trees: 

All Sources 

ALL SPECIES SOFTWOOD HARDWOOD 

----------Thousand Cubic Feet----------

19,956 4,578 15,378 
30,870 9,510 21,360 
25,160 13,471 11,689 

26' 106 10,156 15,950 

102 ,092 37!715 64 ! 377 

5,616 1,384 4,232 
3,836 1,514 2,322 

17,220 9. 771 7,449 

261672 121669 141003 

7 717 980 6 737 

862 194 668 

137,343 51,558 85 '785 
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TABLE VIII 
Above Ground Volume of Virginia's Forest Resource 

1976 

Growing 
Stock All Rough & 

All Types Saplings Rotten 
Tree (5.0 to (By 2. O" & (5.0 to 

Classes 2.90"+ 4.0" DBH 2.90 + 
DBH) Size Classes) DBH) 

Salvable 
Dead 

-------------------MILLION TONS, GREEN WEIGHTl-------------------

Softwood 231.0 
Hardwood 832.5 

TOTAL 1,063.S 

200.8 
598.4 

799.2 

22.6 
93.7 

116.3 

6.8 
139.7 

146. 5 

.8 
• 7 

1.5 
1 Average Cubic Foot-Weight Conversion of .0255 tons/cu. ft. and .0275 tons/ 

cu. ft. of Wood and Bark for Softwoods and Hardwoods, Respectively 
(Sarles, 1978). 

Species 

TABLE IX 
Current Annual Net Growth and Mortality of 
Whole Trees on Virginia's Forest Land by 

Tree Class and Species Group, 1976 

All 
Tree Growing Stock Trees Rough & Rotten 

Group Classes (5. O" to 29.0"+DBH) (5.0" to 29.0"+DBH) 

Net Net Net 1 Growth Mortality Growth Mortality Growth Mortality 
---------------Million Tons, Green Weight------------------------

Softwood 9.2 7.8 9.0 7.5 • 2 .3 
Hardwood 27.7 14.2 24.4 12.3 3.3 1. 9 

TOTAL 36.9 21.0 33.4 19.8 3.5 2.2 
1 Though mortality rate of rotten trees most likely higher than sound trees, 
no difference assumed for calculation purpose. 

• 
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TABLE X 
Timber Removals from Virginia's Commercial 

Forest Land, By Species Group and Item, 1976 

ROUNDWOOD 1 LOGGING RESIDUES 
PRODUCTS AND OTHER REMOVALS TOTAL 

-------MILLION TONS, 2 GREEN WEIGHT----------

5.2 .8 6.0 

7.1 2.3 9.4 

1 Includes Products Harvested from Growing Stock, Rough and Rotten 
and Salvable Dead Trees 

2Average Cubic Feet-Weight Conversion of .0255 Tons/cu. ft. and 
.0275 tons/cu.ft. of Wood and Bark for Softwood and Hardwoods, 
(Sarles, 1978). 



CDS/AC Tons/AC 1 

Annual Annual 
Growth Growth 

0.5 1. 30 
0. 75 1.95 
LOO 2.60 
1.25 3.25 
1.50 3.90 
1. 75 4.55 
2.00 5.20 
2.25 5.85 

1 One Standard Cord Equals 

• 

TABLE XI 
Acres Needed to Supply Raw Wood to Various 

Industries at Different Site Productivity Levels 

ANNUAL CAPACITY (GREEN TONS) 
Brick Power For Pellet 
Yard Major Industry Plant 
15,000 50,000 150,000 

ACRES NEEDED FOR SUPPLY 

11,538 38,461 115,384 
7, 692 25,641 76,923 
5,769 19,230 57,690 
4,615 15,384 46,150 
3,846 12,820 38.460 
3,296 10,989 32 '960 
2,883 9,615 28,840 
2,564 8,547 25,641 

2.6 Green Tons 

500 MW 
Generating Plant 

330,000 

230,769 
169,230 
126, 923 
101,538 w 

0 

84,615 
72 ,527 
63,461 
56,410 
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WOOD RESIDUES PRODUCED IN VIRGINIA FROM PRIMARY PLANTS 

Elvin D. Frame 
Virginia Division of Forestry 

Charlottesville, Virginia 

Forest industry has been an important part of Virginia's economy for 
a long time (See Figure 1). Since about 1940 the state has produced 
annually over a billion board feet of lumber and other products, such as 
staves, ties, poles and pilings, veneer and pulpwood. A certain amount of 
residues, such as slabs, sawdust, end trims, and edgings were produced from 
the timber cut. Most of this material was burned in some fashion to dis-
pose of it. In the late 1950's pulpmills began to use some of the material 
chipped and sent to the mill. Here in Virginia, the use of chips really 
expanded about 1965 (See Figure 2), and has been on the increase ever since. 
Softwood roundwood peaked about 1965 (See Figure 3) while hardwood roundwood 
continues an upward climb in use (See Figure 4). Both softwood and hardwood 
chips continue an upward climb. During this period, sawdust use expanded 
into particleboard, pulpmills, and activated charcoal. Bark began to be 
used as a mulch. In the last few years bark and sawdust have increasingly 
found their way back into the furnance -- this time as a useful BTU instead 
of just to get rid of it. 

So, since about 1960 when only a small portion of the residues were 
used, the industry has expanded and is using a great deal of residue pro-
duction. The question now is: Do we have sufficient volumes of unused 
residues that can be used for fuel to displace fossil fuels in the energy 
picture? 

Today, I will discuss used and unused residues. I consider all 
residues available if certain conditions are met between the producer and 
the person wanting the residues. Our free enterprise system, working as 
it does, will establish the use for each residue. We will not get into 
pricing of residues except to say that eventually fuel may be competing 
with other conventional uses in the price arena. 

A quick look at the location of plants in the state that use most of 
the residues, except bark, will show where competition will be, and is, 
the greatest (See Figure 5). We can see the Coastal Plain and Piedmont 
have the greatest number of residue-using plants. At present, residue 
used for fuel by industry would have about the same distribution, especially 
for volume used since the pulpmills are the largest users at present, 
with a few sawmills here and there using some wood for energy. 

With the increased use of residues, mainly chips, during the 1960's, 
many people wanted to know where, if any, unused residues were located 
and how much. The 1965 Timber Survey estimated amounts of used and unused 
residues. Then in 1970, the Virginia Division of Forestry and Lumber 
Manufacturers' Association of Virginia did a residue survey and repeated 
the same in 1974. Then, during the 1977 Timber Survey a more extensive 
residue survey was made and this was repeated in 1979. We hope to do this 
every two years and build up a good data base. 
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Since 1965 unused residues have dropped from 53 percent to 11 percent (See 
Table I). 

In 1979 survey forms were mailed to all primary plants in the state. 
The results showed how much and what type of residue, from what species 
group, softwood or hardwood, and to what products it went into. This was 
analyzed by the Southeastern Forest Experiment Station, Asheville, North 
Carolina and sent back to me. I have used this on numerous occasions to 
assist industry for some indications on where and how much residues might 
be available. The results are in green tons, cubic feet and cords, and 
by survey units. Since the first run we have also broken the Coastal Plain 
unit into two sub-units and have residue amounts for both of them. 

Approximately 4,343,220 green tons of residue was produced in 1978, 
in Virginia (See Table 2). About 494,316 tons or 11 percent was classified 
as unused. Sawdust accounted for 275,341 tons, or 56 percent, of this 
unused residue while bark accounted for 149,899 tons, or 30 percent. So, 
these two items are still the ones to look to for fuel or other products. 

As mentioned previously, location of these residues is all important. 
If you want to use a certain amount of residues for fuel in Lynchburg, 
you will need to know at least the region where they may be located and 
within a certain range of the plant. The Coastal Plain produces about 
2,376,000, or 55 percent, of all residues (See Table 3). Approximately 
95 percent of these are used with 43 percent going into chips, mostly for 
fiber products. A look at the areas North and South of the James River 
indicate that about two-thirds of the used residues or 80,250 tons are 
located in the North section (See Tables 4 & 5). The Southern Piedmont 
produces about 881,000, or 20 percent, of all residues. About 85 percent 
of these are used with 53 percent going into chips (See Table 6). The 
Northern Piedmont accounts for 10 percent (See Table 7), the Northern 
Mountain 8 percent (See Table 8), and Southern Mountain 7 percent (See 
Table 9). 

The data also shows what product the residue went into (See Table 10). 
Fiber products (paper, hardboard, and insulation board) accounted for 44 
percent of all residues. Industrial and domestic fuel combined accounted 
for 28 percent, while miscellaneous was 10 percent and unused 11 percent. 

Table 11 shows the production of residues, by survey units and used 
and unused material. The Coastal Plain produced 55 percent while the 
Southern Mountain unit produced only 7 percent. 

The residues used for fuel from this survey would equal about 51,599,604 
gallons of #3 fuel oil worth about $41,279,683 @ 80¢ per gallon. If the 
unused residues could all go for fuel, they would equal at least 20,719,272 
gallons of #2 fuel oil for a value of $16,575,418. 

Most all industries are looking for cheaper energy. Some have 
started using more wood where some are using wood for the first time. 
Plant residues are in a favorable form and I believe we will see a tighter 
market in the future for them. The user should be cautious and thoroughly 
examine all avenues, especially continuity of supply and whom he will be 
competing with. 

• 
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Table 1 

PERCENT OF RESIDUE IN VIRGINIA 
USED and UNUSED 

1965 

47 

53 

1970 

66 

44 

1974 

76 

24 

1976 

79 

21 

1978 

89 

11 

... • 
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Table 2 ... 

VIRGINIA - 1978 . * 
RESIDUES PRODUCED FROM PRIMARY MANUFACTURING PLANTS 

% % Used % Unused I Total % SW HW ----------------------:--9 reen tons------------- - ------------
BARK {40) (60) 991,090 (26) 149,899 (30) 1,140,989 (26) 

** (50) (50) COARSE . 1,940,928 ( 48) 64,156 (13) 1,905,084 (44) 
SAWDUST (45) (SS) 830,424 (21) 275,341 {56) 1,105, 765 (25) 
SHAVINGS (75) {24) 187,574 ( 5) 3,920 ( l) 191,494 ( 5) 

3,850,016 493,316 4,343,332 
% (89) % ( 11) 

* sawmills, pulpmills, veneer, stave, post and pile plants, etc. 
** slabs, edgings and trirrmi-ng 

Source: 1978 Residues Survey by U. S. Forest Service and Virginia Division of Forestry. 
Table 3 

VIRGINIA - 1978 
COASTAL PLAIN UNIT * 

RESIDUES PRODUCED FROM PRIMARY MANUFACTURING PLANTS 

% % Used % Unused % Total % 
SW HW ----------------------green tons---------------------------

BARK (60) (40) 608,022 (27) 35,768 (30} 643,790 (27) 
COARSE** . (70) { 30) 1,019,284 (45) 7,554 ( 6) 1,026,838 (43) 
SAWDUST (65) (35) 484,426 (22) 74,612 (62) 559,038 (24) 
SHAVINGS (80) ( 20) 143,770 ( 6) 2,360 ( 2) 146,130 ( 6) 

2,255,502 120,294 2,375,796 
% (95) % {5) 



Table 4 
VIRGINIA - 1978 

COASTAL PLAIN - SOUTH OF JAMES RIVER 
RESIDUES PRODUCED FROM PRIMARY MANUFACTURING PLANTS* 

% % Used % Unused % Total % 
SW HW -----------------------green tons--------------------------

BARK (57) (43) 393,256 (26) 17,393 (43) 410,649 (26) 
** (81) ( 19) COARSE 683,253 (45) 78 (. 2) 683,331 ( 44) 

SAWDUST (76) (24) 324,254 (22) 22,460 (56) 346 ,714 ( 22) 
SHAVINGS (91) ( 9) 106 ,438 ( 7) 55 (. 1) 106,493 ( 7) 

1,507,201 39,986 1,547,187 
% {97) % ( 3) 

* 
** 

·sawmills, pulpmills, veneer, stave, post and pile plants, etc. 
slabs, edgings and trilTITling 

Source: . 1978 Residues Survey by U. S. Forest Service and Vi rgi ni a Divis ton of Forestry • 
Table 5 

COASTAL PLAIN - NORTH OF JAMES RIVER * 
RESIDUES PRODUCED FROM PRIMARY MANUFACTURING PLANTS 

% % Used Of Unused % Total 'Ye. ,, 
SW HW -----------------------green tons--------------------------

BARK (60) (40) 214, 767 (29) 18,374 ( 23) 233,141 ( 28) 
** (44} (54) ( 45) ( 41) COARSE 336,031 7,476 ( 9) 343,507 

SAWDUST (46) (54) 160,227 ( 21) 52,095 (65) 212,322 { 26) 
SHAVINGS {45) (55) 37,328 ( 5) 2,305 ( 3) 39,€;33 ( 5) 

748,353 80,250 828,603 
% (90) % {10) 
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qi 
JO 

SW HW 

BARK (20) (80) 
COARSE** (40) (60) 
SAWDUST (35) (65) 
SHAVINGS (70) (30) 

Table 6 
VIRGINIA - 1978 

SOUTHERN PIEDMONT - UNIT 2 
RESIDUES PRODUCED FROM PRIMARY MANUFACTURING PLANTS* 

Used % Unused % Total 0/ 
10 

----------------------green tons---------------------~-----

144, 108 {19) 52,803 (40) 196,911 (22) 
393,850 {53) 16,749 (12) 410,599 (47) 
181,337 (24) 63,669 {48) 245,006 (28) 
28,511 ( 4) 0 ( 0) 28,511 { 3) 

747,806 
% (85) 

133,221 
% (15) 

881,027 

* ** 
sawmills, pulpmills, veneer, stave, post and pile plants, etc. 
slabs, edgings and trirmning 

Source: 1978 Residues Survey by U. S. Forest Service and Virginia Division of Forestry. 
Table 7 

NORTHERN PIEDMONT - UNIT 3 
RESIDUES PRODUCED FROM PRIMARY MANUFACTURING PLANTS* 

% 0/ Used 0/ Unused at Total % 10 it.: /C 

SW HW ----------------------green tons---------------------------

BARK ( 15) (85) 82,795 (23) 23,303 (28) 106,098 ( 24) 
COARSE** (25) (75) 198,859 (56) 3,749 ( 4) 202,608 (46) 
SAW OUST (25) { 75) 63,458 (18) 57,004 (67) 120,462 (28) 
SHAVINGS ( 20) (BO) 8,085 ( 2) 666 ( 1) 8,751 ( 2) 

353,197 84,722 437,919 
% (Bl) % (19) 

,. 



% % 
SW HW 

BARK (20) (80) 
COARSE ** (10) (90) 
SAWDUST (10) (90) 
SHAVINGS (15) (85} 

Table 8 

VIRGINIA - 1978 
NORTHERN MOUNTAIN - UNIT 4 

RESIDUES PRODUCED FROM PRIMARY MANUFACTURING PLANTS * 

Used % Unused %. Total Of 

"' -----------------------green tons--------------------------

143,681 (42) 1,059 ( 8} 144,740 (41)" 
118, 706 { 35) 1,175 ( 8) 119,881 (34) 
75,161 (22) 11,718 (83) 86 ,879 (25) 

757 (. 2) 101 (. 7) 858 (.2) 

338,305 14,053 352,358 
% (96) % (4) 

* ** 
sawmills, pulpmills, veneer, stave, post and pile plants, etc. 
slabs, edgings and trirmiing 

Source: 1978 Residues Survey by U. S. Forest Service and Virginfa Division of Forestry. 
Table 9 

SOUTHERN MOUNTAIN - UNIT 5 
RESIDUES PRODUCED FROM PRIMARY MANUFACTURING PLANTS* 

% % Used OI Unused % Total % /0 

SW HW -----------------------green tons-------------------------
BARK (20) (80) 12,484 ( 8) 36,967 (26) 49,451 (17) 
COARSE** (25) (75) 110,229 (71) 34,929 (25) 145,158 (49) 
SAWDUST (25) (75) 25,248 (16) 69' 133 (49) 94,381 (32) 
SHAVINGS {15) (85) 6,361 { 4) 884 (. 6) 7,245 ( 2) 

154,322 141,913 296,235 
% (52) % (48) 

• .. . 
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Table 10 
DISPOSAL OF RESIDUE AT PRIMARY WOOD-USING PLANTS 

VIRGINIA - 1978 

Use of BARK % COARSE % SAWDUST % SHAVINGS % TOTAL % 
Residues ---------------------------------------thousand green tons-------------------------------------

FIBER PRODUCTS 3L3 ( 3) 1579.7 (83) 285.4 (26) 8.1 ( 4~2) 1_904. 5 (43.8) 

PA RT I CLEBOARD 0 0 55.8 ( 3) 87.2 ( 8) 122.0 (63-.7) 265.0 ( 6.1) 

CHARCOAL 2.8 ( .2) 8.3 (.4) . 10.2 ( 1} 0 0 21.3 ( .5) 

SAWN PRODUCTS 0 0 .3 0 0 0 0 0 .3 0 

INDUSTRIAL FUEL 608.1 (53) 34.6 ( 2) 352.0 (32) 26.2 ( 13. 7) 1020.9 (23.5) 

C-VMESTI C FUEL 45 •. 5 ( 4) 162.0 ( 8) 0 0 0 0 207.5 ( 4.8) 

MISCELLANEOUS 303.3 (27) .2 0 95.7 { 9) 31.2 (16. 3} 430.4 ( 9.9) 

NOT USED 149.9 (13) 64.2 ( 3) 275.3 {25) 3.9 ( 2.0) 493.3 {11.4) .!::-w 

1140.9 1905.1 1105.8 191.4 4343.2 
% (26) % (44) % (26) % (4) 

Source: 1978 Residues Survey by U. S. Forest Service and Virginia Division of Forestry. 



Table 11 

V!RGINIA - 1978 
RESIDUES PRODUCED FROM PRIMARY MANUFACTURING PLANTS 

Used Unused Total 
------------green tons------------- _L 

COASTAL PLAIN 2,255,502 120,294 2,375,796 (55) 

SOUTHERN PIEDMONT 747,806 133,221 881,027 (20) 

NORTHERN PIEDMONT 353,197 84,722 437,919 (10) 

NORTHERN MOUNTAIN 338,305 14,053 352,358 ( 8) 

SOUTHERN MOUNTAIN 1551,86 141,049 295,461 ( 7) ~ 
~ 

3,849,996 493,339 4,343,335 

• • 
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PROCUREMENT OF FOREST RESIDUES 

Richard A. Kluender 
Department of Forestry 

VPI&SU 
Blacksburg, Virginia 

Wood has been seized upon as an easy solution to a very complex problem. 
Wood will certainly provide some heat for use in the near future but will 
never reach the degree of popularity predicted by some. 

Recent pictures, numbers, and supposed feasibility studies into the use 
of forest residues for energy wood have painted a somewhat rosy picture. I'd 
like to share with you this morning some experiences that I and others in the 
forest industry have had concerning whole tree chipping for fuel and the 
economics of its production. 

First, you should be aware that procurement of wood in any large quantity 
is a technical and demanding job. Many professional foresters spend their 
whole career without fully mastering the needed skills. Second, most of 
you from non-forest based industries need to realize that if you pursue a 
wood procurement plan for wood energy you may be in direct competition with 
the conventional forest products industry. The forest products industry 
has been targeted by DOE for fossil fuel reduction, and most mills have 
responded by planning to burn increased amounts of wood in the future. Most 
pulp and paper mills and many sawmills are already burning sizable quantities 
of energy wood and are in the process of expanding. Third, you must under-
stand how wood residues fit into the general pattern of woof harvesting 
economics. I will spend the majority of my time discussing this area. 

Background 

Wood, when used for fuel, has an approximate heating value of 8,600 
BTU/lb. or 17,200,000 BTU/ovendry. When combusted in a boiler system, 
however, freshly harvested green wood at 50 percent MC (green weight) will 
provide only about 5,783,000 BTU/ton instead of the theoretical 17,200,000 
BTU. This is due to roughly one-half of the product being water and 
additional combustion losses due to the heat of vaporization and heat 
required to drive off entrapped water. In contrast, Bunker C (#6 heating 
oil) has a burning efficiency of about 80.25 percent and yields about 
150,000 units of usable heat per gallon. Thus, one green ton of wood yields 
heat equivalent to 45.17 gallons of Bunker C or 1.08 barrels. 

Oil has a wide range of selling prices on the U.S. market. Ship 
loads of oil may go for as low as $18/bbl; spot prices may range as high 
as $50. Looking again at wood, the oil replacement value of wood for 
Bunker C at $40 per barrel is $45.20 per ton, a healthy value for wood. 
Mill handling, storage, etc. may cost as much as $10 per ton so the mill 
delivered value of energy wood thus drops to $32.50. In this analysis we 
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will not consider the cost of amortizing capital, handling equipment, 
boilers, etc. and will consider fuel values only. When market wood prices 
move up faster than oil prices and the two values come closer together, 
capital retirement will be a more significant factor than it is in today's 
market place. 

Residuals: 

Until about 10 years ago, sawmill and other wood products residuals 
such as bark, and miscellaneous wood scrap had little or no market value 
for energy. Mill bark, off debarking drums was a glut at many mills and a 
nuisance to be disposed of. Now, however, sawmill wastes are largely 
under contract; the once common sawdust pile may even be spoken for. The 
net result has been a classic demand relationship. As demand has risen 
for residuals, the offering price for it has increased from the "just 
truck it away and it's yours" point, to as much as $15-$18 per ton in some 
areas of the Southeast. Normal contract prices, however, are still averaging 
under $10 per ton. 

Little is known at this time about the exact nature of the supply-
demand interaction for residuals. It is clear, however, that the remaining 
sources are beginning to dry up rapidly and pressure is being put on other 
sources of wood. 

Harvesting Wood for Energy: 

The remaining source for wood that is now capturing much attention is 
that of harvesting wood for energy. Of all the harvesting methods available, 
only one pass logging is economically feasible for recovery of forest 
residues with presently available harvesting techniques and equipment. This 
means that residue such as tops, branches, and loose wood must be harvested 
at the same time as the conventional forest products. From experience we 
know that about one ton of harvestable residues will be produced for every 
ton of merchantable product, in hardwoods. The cost of going back in 
after harvest for residues would raise the total cost of obtaining energy 
wood higher than its oil replacement value. 

Slash or normal forest residues are extremely hard to recover. While 
a logged area may look like it is full of usable wood the disarray, low 
volume and handling difficulties of tops precludes second pass harvesting. 
One additional comment at this point is in order. It is extremely hard 
to break into the logging business. The equipment, terrain, weather 
and manpower problems all work against the rookie and the success rate 
for new operations is very low. However, whole tree chipping operations 
that pull up whole trees and then separate products on the deck are feasible. 
In a conservation minded economy we must capture existing residues rather 
than expend our efforts to go after more "easy to get" wood. The technology 
is here and it makes sense to retrieve what's already in price position 
to be pulled out rather than participate in the inflationary practice of 
competing with conventional forest products that have a higher and better 
end use. 

Whole tree chipping of pulpwood size stands can produce wood for 
under $20 per green ton delivered to a consumer. Although this cost is 

• 
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obviously significantly under the $35.20 oil replacement value of wood (with 
oil at $40/bbl), it is also more than the approximate $10 cost of those 
residuals still remaining in the market place. Whole tree chipping for fuel 
is a very capital intensive business. A balanced chipping system for energy 
wood harvesting might include two (2) feller-bunchers, two (2) grapple 
skidders, one (1) whole tree chipper, four (4) tractor trailers, and 
various support equipment consisting of welders, air compressors, parts 
and fuel trucks. The total capital investment for all of this iron would 
be close to $750,000 to start. 

Additionally, costs for whole tree chipping operations are extremely 
sensitive to tree size (See Figure 1). If you have only small trees to 
harvest, the cost of harvesting them very rapidly exceeds their oil replace-
ment value. Tree size dramatically affects harvesting cost and when chipping 
you must not only be attentive to problems with small diameters, but you 
also much merchandize the larger logs properly as well. 

In this discussion I have omitted harvesting systems other than chipping. 
While other logging systems are comparable, cost wise, to chipping, none are 
designed to produce a readily burnable product in quantity. Modifying these 
operations to produce a burnable product would raise the cost significantly 
and you would probably have to add a chipper anyway. 

As logs increase in diameter they are subject to various quantum 
jumps in market value (See Figure 2). Pulpwood, traditionally the lowest 
use of roundwood, assumes a value at about 5" DBH. Round logs 10" and 
above may go for chip and sawlogs, 12" logs and greater usually go for saw-
logs and logs 14" and up go for veneer peelers. As they grow in diameter, 
logs "jump up" in value when one of these diameter limits is reached. 
The assumption is made that within a product class value remains constant. 
Their value as other products and the stumpage prices for these products 
preclude just chipping them for energy wood. Let's set the production cost 
of whole tree chips at $20 per ton and wood residues costs at $10 per ton. 
(See Figure 3). When we do this the reason for widespread concern within 
the pulp and paper industry of future pulpwood prices is apparent. As 
existing excess residuals are contracted for and supplies dry up, prices 
will rise to bring new increments of burnable wood into the market 
place. Based on present prices, pulpwood at $14.50 per ton would be the 
first to receive direct pressure (See Figure 4). Additional increments 
of residue may be brought into the market place below pulpwood prices by 
chipping operations if stumpage values are discounted or if part of the 
cost is applied against site preparation for a new crop of trees. People 
who succeed in whole tree chipping operations usually have had a strong 
background in timber harvesting and have been successful in other enter-
prises. Additionally, extremely favorable stumpage rates or captive 
stumpage is almost a necessity. In order to make your chipping operation 
appear in the black, part of the ,cost must be sunk in either free stumpage 
or as site preparation credits. 

Once direct competition (See Figure 5) for pulpwood occurs, prices 
for residues will rise and a temporary equilibrium will occur after which 
prices will again rise when someone new comes into the woodburning arena. 
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If I were seriously thinking about going into the energy wood burning 
business, I would do several things. 

First, I would consider the capital cost involved in going to energy 
wood. Conversion costs as well as new costs of wood handling, harvesting, 
and processing equipment are high. Next, I would determine if I had adequate 
knowledge of wood handling systems. Next, I would seriously judge the short 
and long range supply situation for wood as a fuel in my area. 

I would like to spend some time on this point because I think it is 
extremely important. We know that supply responsiveness of energy wood is 
probably not a perfectly elastic relationship but rather a function of many 
interrelated factors. These factors include (See Figure 6): 

1. the amount of unco11llllitted residues in an area, 
2. the total demand by forest and non-forest based industries in an 

area, 
3. the level of competition for forest products and energy wood, 
4. availability of other alternatives to oil and natural gas such 

as coal, 
5. the character and size of the existing logging force in a region, 

(You need somebody to run a whole tree chipper, etc. in a logging 
operation.) 

6. excess growth over drain in non-merchantable forest classes. 

We showed the relationship of energy wood residues to other wood 
products. The area between existing market price for residues and the pulp-
wood price may be called a "buffer." It is the area where residues may 
be purchased without direct competition with other forest products. It 
is from this area that supplies of residues will come for future energy 
wood burners. 

I'd like to point out one additional thing about forest products prices. 
Traditionally, they have been very stable and have been looked upon as "fixed" 
by many people. More recently, however, this trend has changed. Prices 
have become more responsive to the pressures of inflation and outside 
influences. If significant competition pressure is put on pulpwood, the 
price will respond accordingly (See Figure 7). This is because a paper 
mill must have wood to make paper. There is just no substitute. As 
general forest products prices move upward, residue prices will follow. 
The result may be that wood for energy in the purchase market may not be 
as good a buy in the future as it is now. We are looking for ways to 
determine accurately how much forest residue is still out there and avail-
able and what it will cost to harvest. Right now, we just can't put a 
definite number on it. It will be a product of the factors I have listed 
above, however, in su11llllary I would like to emphasize several points. 

1. Harvesting residues for energy wood is a marginal proposition 
at best. Many forest products companies in the South have tried 
whole tree chipping and other methods of harvesting residues and 
have backed away from this source of wood for fuel, at least 
temporarily. 

• 
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2. As residuals become more scarce, prices will rise, bringing about 
competition for traditional forest products. 

3. Stumpage prices for all forest products will rise along with the 
price of residuals. 

4. A very careful site-specific analysis must be made in order to 
determine the nature and character of potential energy wood 
supplies before going into an energy wood harvesting program • 
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PROCUREMENT OF INDUSTRIAL WOOD RESIDUE 

Steven A. Helms 
B&H Millwork, Inc. 
Falmouth, Virginia 

For the purpose of this paper, wood residues are defined as any wood 
fiber by-product, from a sawmill or wood working plant, that is an economical 
alternate fuel. Generally speaking, these residues are in the form of saw-
dust, bark, hog fuel, and sometimes shavings and hardwood chips. The 
discussion which follows is primarily concerned with procurement of wood 
residues for use as a fuel outside the forest or wood products industries. 

The relatively low price of wood fuel and the high price of oil are the 
motivating forces behind the expanding wood energy market. Table I lists 
the fuel costs for usuable heat from wood and more familiar fuels. Fuel 
costs alone are not the complete story so we will return to this subject 
later; however, the significant cost differences between wood and oil usually 
attract attention. 

There is one characteristic about wood that makes it a most unique 
industrial fuel, i.e., it is very site specific. Site specific means that 
an economical supply and combustion system in one region of the state may 
be completely out of the question only 200 miles away. This site speci-
ficity is due to the low energy content of wood fuel which increases the 
transportation cost dramatically as illustrated in Table II. 

It is generally agreed that the economics deteriorate rapidly if wood 
fuel is transported further than 50 to 75 miles; however, sawdust and chips 
are being hauled as far as 200 miles2 in Virginia today. Haul distances 
of this magnitude are indicative of wood energy's market potential in 
Virginia. 

The economics of transportation limit the quantities of wood fuel 
that can be delivered to a customer and, of course, it limits the number 
of suppliers. It is, therefore, necessary for potential owners of wood 
fired furnaces to excercise caution as they negotiate for procurement 
of this commodity; otherwise, price competition may not develop. 

Listed below are the most frequently quoted advantages of wood as an 
industrial fuel: 

1. Money spent for wood remains in the local community - good 
public relations is a prime objective of every industry. Keeping 
money in the community can be expected to enhance the firm's image. 

2. Strikes are not likely to curtail fuel deliveries. As will 
be explained later, suppliers of wood fuel are typically family 
owned companies with ho history of strikes by employees. 

3. Frequently, wood residues are attractively priced when com-
pared to oil, this was discussed earlier. 

• 

• 
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4. Airborne pollutants are more easily controlled than in the case 
of coal. Frequently, particulate emissions can be controlled 
by mechanical separators alone. Sulphur emissions are negligible. 

5. Ash disposal is easier for wood than for coal. Wood contains 
less ash than coal and the ash is a soil nutrient. 

6. Tax advantages. A 20 percent investment tax credit and accelerated 
depreciation are allowed for wood fired furnances. 

Now for a few of the disadvantages: 

1. Wood is a bulky fuel with high transportation costs. This was 
discussed earlier. 

2. Weather conditions can influence availability. If loggers cannot 
work in the woods, sawmills can run out of logs and be forced to 
shut down. 

3. There is no established supply or brokerage system. More about 
this later. 

Procurement of fuel oil is no problem. Every connnunity has several 
fuel oil distributors each of which supplies many customers with their 
total fuel needs. The supply infrastructure for fuel oil is well estab-
lished; however, this is not the case for wood when used as an industrial 
fuel. How then does one procure wood as an industrial fuel? 

The first, very important step is to contact the Virginia Division of 
Forestry, the Virginia Division of Industrial Development and the local 
industrial development authority. Advise of them of your plans to install 
a wood fired furnance and ask if they are aware of any other furnace or 
wood utilization facility being considered in the vicinity. (Two such 
plants competing for a limited supply of fuel will influence fuel price 
and, therefore, the decision to proceed with the project.) The Division 
of Forestry can also identify firms that are potential suppliers. 

If these inquiries produce no surprises, you are ready to negotiate 
for your fuel. 

There are two fundamental choices for procuring wood fuel, i.e., 
direct purchase from the mills or through a broker . 

. Procurement directly from the supplier offers the potential advantage 
of lower price but management will have to devote valuable time to dealing 
with the suppliers. Procurement through a broker will require less of 
manae;ement's time but the fuel cost may be higher. Dealing directly with 
the supplier is no guarantee of lower price. The price paid will be a 
strong function of management's negotiating skills. 

Let's first consider direct procurement from the sawmills and wood 
working plants. For buyers to deal successfully with mill and plant owners, 
it is essential that they develop an understanding and appreciation for the 
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historical procurement practices in the industry and the business environ-
ment that exists. 

While there are several mills in the state operated by large investor 
owned corporations, the industry is dominated by the smaller, privately 
owned companies. No single privately owned sawmill or wood working plant 
can supply all the fuel needed for a medium size industrial boiler of 
40,000 pounds of steam per hour. In fact, it will take approximately 
ten "typical" sawmills in the state of Virginia to supply the needs of a 
plant this size. The industry is very competitive and the business cycles 
follow closely the nation's economic cycles. Mill residues are being 
purchased today by the large paper mills and board plants, mostly on 
verbal contracts, with prices changing to balance supply and demand. As 
a rule, suppliers are paid at the end of each week for any deliveries 
made during the week and the prices are a function of the hauling distance. 
The mill or plant owner has a few options for marketing his residues. 
During periods of recession, the owners risk being "cut off" by buyers 
or selling at such a low price that delivery is actually a losing pro-
position. During periods of economic prosperity there are few (if any) 
restrictions or specifications placed on the wood residues purchased by 
the paper mills or board plants. When business slows down, specifications 
are tightened and loads are occasionally rejected on delivery. Today, at 
least one board plant continues to purchase feed stock quality chips, 
burning them in his furnance rather than cut off his most dependable suppliers 
because of the depressed economic conditions.2 

Wood residue must be delivered to the buyer as quickly as it is produced 
because the mills do not have the facilities to store and handle large 
volumes. Furnaces producing heat year around for manufacturing processes 
are the logical consumers of wood residues. Owners of furnaces for heating 
buildings must either take delivery and store fuel during the sununer months 
or must support wood fuel dealers who store the fuel during the sununer and 
then reload and ship during the winter. Of course, each middleman and each 
handling operation increases fuel cost. 

When the wood fuel buyer first approaches a mill owner, the fuel buyer 
will probably encounter an individual that is skeptical of this opportunity. 
In all probability, the pressure will be on the buyer to sell himself and 
the concept of using wood waste as an industrial fuel. Of course, the 
selling job will be easier if the buyer represents a well established local 
firm or a large national firm locating in the conununity. The selling job 
will also be easier if the buyer starts with a mill known to be receptive 
to new ideas. 

The mill owners will have four primary concerns: 

1. The price must be "fair." 
2. Payment must be dependable. 
3. The new market must be assured. 
4. The new market must not impose new demands on the mill owner's 

time. 

• 
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The following compromises must be made if the two parties are to 
successfully negotiate a contract: 

1. The buyer must recognize that wood residues are a by-product. 
During periods of bad weather or equipment breakdown, the supplier 
may not be able to deliver the wood residue. The supplier cannot 
be penalized for such unavoidable occurances. 

2. The supplier must recognize that a wood fired heating plant 
represents a sizable capital investment. A reliable fuel supply 
at a predictable price is an essential consideration in any 
decision to construct such a plant. The supplier must be willing 
to sign a 3-5 year, fixed price (with escalation) contract. 
Escalation can be based on the consumer price index, oil or coal 
costs, or the regional price of the wood residue. Examples of two 
possible contracts can be found in Figure 1 and 2 which were taken 
from Berger (5). Another good reference containing information on 
fuel procurement contracts is Wilson (6). 

3. The buyer must realize that there are no industry or national 
standards or specifications for wood easte to be used as fuel. 
Specifications written into the contract must be carefully 
considered and the implications fully understood by both parties. 
It would not be unreasonable to tie the price of wood fuel to 
the moisture content; however, this will require the involvement 
of an independent third party. 

4. The seller must appreciate the importance of keeping the wood 
fuel free of contaminants such as dirt, sand and rock. The 
seller must be prepared to take reasonable precautions to limit 
such contamination. 

Those firms that elect to purchase direct should carefully evaluate 
the reliability and credibility of potential suppliers. Dunn and Bradstreet 
ratings are obvious indicators. Local credit ratings and civic reputations 
will also provide valuable insight to a firm's reliability. Inspect the 
supplier's physical plant. If facilities and equipment are not properly 
maintained, it is reasonable to expect that deliveries will be frequently 
interrupted. If the wood fired furnace is small enough that it can be 
supplied by just two or three mills, it is essential that each supplier 
be reliable. If the furnace requires a dozen or more suppliers, then a few 
can be of questionable reliability; however, the better maintained mills 
should be paid a higher price for their residue. 

The second option for wood fuel procurement is to work through brokers 
who are intimately familiar with the idiosyncrasies of the lumber and saw-
mill business. Most mills sell at least some of their lumber through 
brokers; therefore, these mills should be receptive to selling wood fuel 
through brokers to the wood fuel consumer. Brokers offer the advantage 
of being a single point of contact for contract negotiations, payment and 
resolution of problems. Many mills will require payment weekly or within 
ten days of delivery whereas brokers expect to be paid monthly. While fuel 
purchased through brokers may be more expensive than direct procurement, 
the buyer can direct his managerial efforts to problems that are more 
familiar. Any owner of a wood fired plant needing more than six or eight 
suppliers should seriously consider fuel procurement through brokers. 
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There are several wood fuel brokers operating in the Southeastern 
United States and these brokers are quite willing to service any facility 
located in Virginia. Several lumber brokers are associate members in the 
Lumber Manufacturers' Assocation of Virginia; however, I am not aware of 
any brokers in Virginia that are marketing wood residue as an industrial 
fuel. 

Regardless of which method you choose to purchase your fuel, it is 
important to appreciate how the forces of economics influence both the 
seller and the buyer of wood fuel. Fuel costs can account for 60 percent 
or more of the total annual costs for operating a 40,000 pounds per hour 
furnace3; hence the owner will be inclined to drive a hard bargain for the 
lowest possible price. But how important is price to the supplier? 

Income for a 2,000,000 board foot per year (a respectable level of 
production) sawmill is shown in Table III. The very small value of 
sawdust and bark is apparent. It follows that the the sawmill owner is 
primarily interested in disposal of this residue with a minimum of effort. 
While he is interested in obtaining the highest price, he simply cannot 
afford to devote time to merchandizing these connnodities. 

Those suppliers who see Table I may conclude that their wood residue 
has a value equivalent ot the BTU cost of oil. The fallacy in this logic 
is evident after considering the total cost of comparable oil and wood 
fired furnaces. The capital cost of a complete (truck dump to stack) 4 
40,000 pounds per hour, wood fired plant will be on the order $1.4 million 
which represents an investment of 250 percent to 700 percent more than that 
required for a similar size oil plant. Operating costs will be higher 
for the wood fired plant and maintenance costs for this wood plant will be 
at least twice that of oill. Thus, if a wood fired furnace is to be 
competitive with oil, fuel costs must be significantly lower. 

To the uninitiated, wood fuel procurement may be a maze not worth the 
effort to master; however, as with all energy related decisions there are 
few obvious choices or simple solutions. Potential owners of wood fired 
furnaces should find comfort and confidence in the increasing numbers of 
wood furnaces being operated outside the wood or forest products industries. 
Textile plants in Alabama and North Carolina, a distillery in Tennessee, 
and brick plants throughout the southeast are generating energy with wood 
waste and saving money in the process. 

• 

• 

• 
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Table I 

Comparison of Energy Available From Wood 
And Fossil Fuels on a Cost Basisl 

Assumed Cost Per 
Assumed Combustion Million BTU 

Delivered Cost Efficiency Usable Heat* 

$55/Ton .825 $2.63 
$0.90/Gal .80 $7.50 
$0.003/Cu. Ft. . 778 $3.86 
$6/Ton .67 $1.00 
$12/Ton .67 $1. 99 

of 

*Usable heat is defined as heat available for conversion to steam, hot 
water or hot air; therefore, the combustion efficiency is a factor in 
the calculation. Furnace losses (e.g., radiation) will reduce the system 
efficiency a few more percentage points. 

Table II 
Usable Heat Transported as Oil, Coal, Wood 

Truck 
Description 

Usable Head 
In Payload 

Payload (Million BTU) 

Semi-trailer, tanker 
Tandum axle, dump 
Semi-trailer, 40' closed 

trailer 

7000 gallons, heating oil 840 
17 tons, coal 364 
22 tons, green wood* 128 

*Throughout this paper, green wood is defined as wood with 50% moisture 
by weight. 

Table III 
Estimated Annual Income, By Product, For 2,000,000 Board 
Foot (bf) Per Year Hardwood Mill with Circular Head Sawl 

(Prices are FOB, Mill) 

Lumber - 2,000,000 bf at $190 per thousand bf, average 
Bark - 1280 Tons (Green) at $8 per ton 
Chips - 3060 Tons (Green) at $8 per ton 
Sawdust - 2680 Tons (Green) at $3 per ton 

Total Annual Income 

$380,000 
10,240 
24,480 
8,040 

$422,760 

• 

• 

• 
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reproduced with the appropriate attribution to 
its nature and source of funds. The statements, 
findings, conclusions, recommendations, and other 
information in this work are solely those of the 
Contractor and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Coxr.mission or of the Federal and 
State members of the Commission. 
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FIGURE 1: SAMPLE LOiJG-FORM SALES AGREH1ENT 

HOG FUEL SALES AG REEM ENT 

The parties to this Agreement are-------------------
("Seller"), with a mailing addreRs at 

~------------ ' and 
~~---------------

·- -. 

a ..... . : corporation ("Buyer"), with a mailing actctrese at :: , ... 

Seller owns and operates a mill at 
----------~ ----------, which produces 

-----~-----------~ -------~------~ (hereinafter called "hog fuel") either directly or as a by-product. 

Buyer proposes to construct and operate a hog fuel boiler at · 
which hog fuel boiler, if and when constructed, will require wood waste 

as a tuel. Seller desires to sell to Buyer and Buyer desires to purchase from 
Seller hog fuel meeting the specifications and upon the terms and conditions herein-
after set forth. 

The parties, therefore, agree as follows: 

1. Purchase and Sale. Seller agrees to sell to Buyer and Buyer 
agrees to purchase from Seller all of the hog fuel produced at Seller's -------------------- mill at , except that Buyer 
sh a 11 not be obligated to purchase a quantity in excess of bone dry 
tons in any calendar month. 

Z. Specifications. All hog fuel shall meet the following specifications: 

.. .. 

Page 1 - HOG FUEL SALES AGREEMENT 
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3. Meci.~urement. Buyer shall determine the net weight in pounds 
of each load of hog fuel at destination by weighing lhe loaded vehicle and deduct-
in~ the tare weight. Buyer shall then determine the percentage of moisture 
content in each load by customary laboratory procedures based upon representative 
samples. This percentage shall be multiplied by the net weight of the load and 
the product shall be deducted from the net weight of the load. The remainder shall 
be divided by 2, 000 and the quotient shall constitute the number of bone dry tons 
of hog fuel in the load. 

4. Delivery. The hog fuel shall be delivered----------
It is recognized that Buyer will 

require an inventory of hog fuel prior to start up of its hog fuel boiler. It is 
further recognized that Seller will require some time to prepare for the produc-
tion of hog fuel. Accordingly, Buyer shall notify Seller months 
in advance of the date that Buyer will initially accept deliveries of hog fuel. 

5. Delivery Reduction. If, in Buyer's judgment, Buyer is unable 
to economically store or use all hog fuel tendered to it by its' suppliers, Buyer 
may give Seller ten ( l 0) days notice of a percentage reduction in Seller's normal 
monthly delivery. "Normal monthly delivery" shall mean the average monthly 
quantity of hog fuel delivered hereunder by Seller to Buyer during the six (6) 
calendar months immediately preceding a deli very reduction under this paragraph. 
In the event, however, that the average monthly quantity delivered during such 
six((>) month period exceeds the maximum monthly quantity Buyer is obligated to 
accept under Paragraph 1 above, the latter amount shall be deemed Seller's 
normal monthly delivery. Buyer shall not be obligated to accept more than the 
quantity specified in such notice to Seller. Normal monthly deliveries to Buyer's 
plant from all third party suppliers of hog fuel lo whom Buyer is similarly 
obligated at that time shall be reduced by the same percentage. Seller shall be 
free to sell to any third party or otherwise dispose of hog fuel not accepted by 
Duyer, provided, however, that Seller shall not be entitled to enter into any sales 
or other agreement that would prejudice Seller's obligation to Buyer hereunder 
duringi such period of. reduction or upon the resumption of normal deliveries to 
Buyer. 

6. Price and Papnent . 

(a) The period from the date of commencement of opera-
tion of Buyer's hog fuel boiler until five (5) years thereafter is hereinafter called 
the "Initial Period" and the following five (5) year period is hereinafter called 
the "Subsequent Period". The price to be paid during the Initial Period per bone 
dry ton of hog fuel delivered shall be $ This price shall remain 
in effect during the life of this Agreement unless adjusted pursuant to subpara.'.. 
graphs 6(b) or Paragraph 7. 

Page 2 - HOG FUEL SALES AGREEMENT 
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(b) Seller not more than six (6) months and not less than 
three t3) monlhs prior lo the end of Lhe Initial Period may request an increase in 
the price for ho~ fuel lo be delivered during the Subsequent Period. Such a 
rcquesl may be made only if Seller has received from a responsible third party 
(hereinafter called the "Offeror") a bona fide written offer to purchase Seller's 
enlire output of hog fuel for a period of not less than five (5) years at a price higher 
than lhe then current price being paid by Buyer. The requested increase shall 
be in writing and shall set forth the details of the offer including the name and 
address of the Offeror, the proposed price and the period during which the Offeror 
is willing to purchase the hog fuel. Buyer within thirty (30) days after receipt 
of euch a request for an increase shall advise Seller whether it agrees thereto. 
If Buyer agrees to the increase, the price shall be so adjusted during the Subsequent 
Period and the increased price shall remain in effect during the remaining life of 
this Agreement unless further adjusted pursuant to Paragraph 7. If Buyer declines 
to agree to the requested price increase, Seller may, at its option, terminate 
this Agreement as of the end of the Initial Period. 

(c) Payment for hog fuel shall be made by the fifteenth (15th) 
day of each calendar month for all hog fuel unloaded and measured at dee ti nation 
during Buyer's previou~ fiscal month. Each payment shall be accompanied by an 
itemized statement supporting the remittance. Seller hereby acknowledges receipt 
of Lhe sum of ($ ) as an 
advance payment for the initial hog fuel to be delivered hereunder. 

7. Price Adjustment. In recognition of possible ~hanges in the 
market value of hog fuel during the term of this Agreement, the parties agree that 
the purchase price shall be adjusted on the first day of each July by an amount 
equal to fifty (50) percent of the percentage change in the cost to Buyer as of that 
date for No. 6 fuel oil purchased for the . plant from the cost of such fuel 
oil at the beginning of the Initial Period. The cost shall be calculated on an F. 0. B. 
shipping point basis. Thie percentage change shall be calculated by dividing the 
difference between the cost at the beginning of the Initial Period and the cost on 
the July 1st upon which the adjustment is being made by the cost at the begin-
ning of ~he Initial Period. The price per bon dr.y ton of hog fuel shall be adjusted 
by fifty (50) percent of ·the aforementioned percentage change. 

For Example: 

Cost of No. 6 fuel oil at beginning of Initial Period 
Cost of No. 6 fuel oil on the July 1st hog fuel 

price adjustment date 

Percentage change from $9. 00 to $9. 90: 

Cost as of July 1st adjustment 
Cost at beginning of Initial Period 

Difference 

Page 3 - HOG FUEL SALES AGREEMENT 

= $9. 00/bbl. 

= $9. 90/bbl. 

$9.90 
9.00 

$ .90 
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Differ'ence of$. 90 ~ $9. 00 cost at beginning of Initial Period = 10% 

Hog fuel price is increased by 5% (50% of 10% fuel oil cost change). 

8. Term. The term of this Agreement shall commence upon the 
date of first deli very of hog fuel to Buyer and shall continue, subject to subpara-
graph 6(b) for a period of ten (10) years from the date of commencement of 
operation of Buyer's hog fuel boiler, and shall continue from year to year there-
after unless terminated by either party by written notice to the other given at 
least s iX.(6) months prior to the end of the original term or any renewal year. 
Buyer shall advise Seller in writing of the date of commencement of operation 
of Buyer's hog fuel boiler. 

9. Force Majeure. Seller shall be excused for failure to deliver 
hog fuel to Buyer and Buyer shall be excused for failure to accept deli very of hog 
fuel from Seller in the event, to the extent, and during the times of such failures 
as caused by strikes, lockouts, fire, explosion, flood, acts of God, war or other 
hostilities, civil commotion, breakdown of machinery, governmental acts, orders, 
or regulations, or by any other cause whether or not of a similar nature beyond 
Seller's or Buyer's reasonable control. 

10. Sale or Lease of Facilities by Seller. In the event that Seller 
should sell, lease, convey or otherwise place the facilities for manufacture or 
production of hog fue! hereunder in the care, custody o·r control of any person, firm 
or corporation, or combination thereof not a party to this Agreement, hereinafter 
called "Business Successor", and should said facilities continue to be ernployed or 
utilized, or be capable of being employed or utilized for the manufacture or pro-
duction of hog fuel, Seller promises and agrees, for himself and for his Business 
Successor, that this Agreement will continue to be fully and strictly performed 
according to the terms hereof and that Seller and his Business Successor will make, 
execute and deliver all documents which may be necessary to assure such perfor-
ance. In the event the Seller should sell, lease, convey or otherwise place said 
facilities in the care. custody or control of a Business Successor and, in doing so, 
should fail or neglec·~ to provide for the protection of the interest of the Buyer under 
this Agreement by requiring, in writing, that Seller's Business Successor fully and 
faithfully perform all of Seller's duties and obligations under this Agreement for the 
remainder of the term thereof, then, it is hereby understood and agreed that Buyer 
may recover from Seller any and all damages which Buyer sustains as a result 
thereof, including, but not by way of limitation, all cos ts of every kind and nature 
and all attorneys' fees which Buyer may be required to incur in securing such 
darnages. 

11. Failure of Buyer to Obtain Adequate Supply of Material. NotL 
withstanding any other provision hereof, it is hereby agreed that this Agreement 
is predicated upon Buyer's ability to obtain an adequate supply of hog fuel at a 
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price lhat will justify operation of Buyer's proposed hog fuel boiler. In the event 
that ~uyer does not give delivery notice to Seller pursuant to Paragraph 4 on or 
before , this Agreement shall be null and void and 
of no further force and effect and Buyer shall forfeit the advance payment made 
for hog fuel. 

12. Notice. Any notice requred or permitted to be given under 
this Agreement shall be given by registered or certified mail directed to the other 
party at the address set forth on Page l hereof or at such other address as may 
hereafter be designated in writing by such party given in the manner set forth in 
this paragraph and notice shall be deemed given when deposited in the U. S. Mail 
with proper postage prepaid. 

13. Non-Waiver. Failure by either party at any tirn~ to require 
strict performance by the other of any provision hereof shall net constitute a 
waiver of any breach of the provisions hereof, or of any succeeding breach of this 
non-waiver clause. 

THE PARTIES have executed this Agreement in duplicate as of the date 
first hereinabove written. 

"Seller" 

Its 

Page 5 - HOG FUEL SALES AGREEMENT 
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·FIGURE 2: SAMPLE SHORT FORI1 SALES AGREEMENT 

WOOD WASTE SAi.ES ACl<F.EMf.NT 

It is hereby agreed betw~en 

as "Buyer", and 

: herein known 
herein known ~s ·•s,·ller", that 

Seller will sell to Buyer quantities of wastewood subject to the terms 
and conditions set forth below. 

Material: 

Price: 

Green Softwood Sawdust 
(Average Moisture Content 50~) 

,green ton (U. S. Funds) 

Delivery QuAntity: Full 40' Van Loads 
Annual Maximum Quantity Buyer agrees to take: 

10,000 green tons 
F. O. B,: Loaded into Buyer's Trucks 

Further, it is agreed that, other than a minimum amount required for it's own 

internal needs, the Seller will sell it's entire quantity of waste wood 

specified above to Buyer on a year round basis and continuing for a period 
of three (3) years, unless: 

l. Seller installs his ovn waste wood energy system in which case, 
the contract can be terminated upon one (1) yea~s notice. 

2. Ins~lvency, Bankruptcy, or Act of God causing either party to 
no longer continue the relationship. 

Finally, the price will be adjusted on each anniversary of this agreement 
for the year to come, by applying to the price set forth above, a percentage 
increase equal to the percentage increase Buyer would have paid for #6 residual 
oil during the yeRr, period ending three (3) months before the anniversary 

date. At the end .of the three (3) year period Buyer has the right to match any 
bonafide of fer for the material specified • 

by~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~ 
Tillotson Rubber Co., Inc. Date 

Date 
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PROCEEDINGS 

HARDWARE FOR ENERGY GENERATION 

IN THE FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 

Papers for this Proceedings were presented at an 
FPRS conference on "Hardware for Energy Generation 
in the Forest Products Industry," held in Seattle, 
Washington, January 30 - February 1, 1979. Printed 
directly from author-prepared copy, these papers 
are without technical review. Individual authors 
assume responsibility for views expressed. 

Published by 

FOREST PRODUCTS RESEARCH SOCIETY 
2801 Marshall Court 
Madison, WI 53705 
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SPECIFYING AND CONTRACTING FOR WOOD FUELS 

Billy E. Wilson 
B. G. Wilson Lumber Company, Inc. 

Hot Springs, Arkansas 

Abstract 

Above ground wood, bark, and foliage on 
United States commercial forest land is equivalent 
to some thirty billion tons (oven-dry basis). This 
material is distributed approximately as 80\ wood, 
12\ bark, dnd 8\ foliage. Of this, only 13.2 bil-
lion tons is saw and pole timber, and the remain-
ing 11.8 billion tons is wood fiber that can be 
used as fuel. Because of transportation and local 
availability, wood can be compared to coal and 
natural gas. As a rule, wood residues from wood 
processing plants can be purchased as fuels more 
economically than developing new fuel supplies. 

Introduction 

Wood residue can no longer be considered as 
a waste but more as a commodity because of the 
increasing demand for fuel. This fuel comes in 
many forms: sawdust, bark, chips, shavings, and 
sander dust. The method that is used to convert 
the comm:>dity to energy is governed by the fuel 
availability versus the fuel requirement and ap-
plication. Once a happy medium has been reached 
and a particular fuel has been specified, the 
moisture content has to be taken into considera-
tion. In order to understand the value of the 
particular fuel that is available, the actual BTU 
content of the wood must be calculated. The ef-
fect of the moisture content in wood fuel has been 
misWlderstood many times. The higher the moisture 
content per pound of wood, the less the BTU value 
of that pound of wood. Therefore, it is best to 
convert all wood fuels to the "bone dry" ba~is. 

The next step in the procurement process is 
a contract to insure an uninterrupted supply.of 
fuel to the customer. I have chosen two examples 
to help relate the mechanics of fuel procurement. 
One is using hardwood chips as the primary fuel. 
It is to be pile-burned. The second example is 
using green sawdust to be dried and suspension 
burned. 

Sample Proposal for Co-generation 

Proposal to Supply Wood F'uel for Smith Foods-
Widgetville Power and Light Co-generation 
Facility, Widgetville, USA 

At your request, Renewable Fuels, Inc. would 
like to submit the following proposal to supply 
wood fuel for the proposed Smith Foods - WP&L 
Co-generation Facility to be located in 
Widgetville, USA: 

Renewable Fuels, Inc. proposes to furnish 
wood fuel to the proposed facility at the rate of 
288 equivalent tons per day for not less than 360 

days per year based on an actual cost plus a fixed 
fee for profit and overhead to Renewable Fuels, 
Inc. 

It is proposed that Renewable Fuels, Inc. to 
be paid a $2.00 per green ton equivalent fee in 
addition to all costs incurred, including the 
following: 

1. Cost of roundwood delivered to outlying 
storage facilities and/or chipping facili-
ties. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

The cost may be in the form of direct cost 
of stumpage to landowners plus cut, skid, 
and haul to the facility, or by direct con-
tract delivered to the outlying facilities. 

Cost of operating outlying yards, includ-
ing receiving, storing, recovery, and 
chipping of material. 

Transportation cost of delivering fuel 
from outlying yards to Co-generation 
Facility. 

Cost of procuring acreptable wastewood, 
fuels, or chips for direct delivery to 
the Co-generation Facility. 

Procurement cost, including outside buy-
er's fees, necessary vehicles and travel-
ing expenses, interest on timber deposits, 
and operation of truck sea les or other 
winged devices for quantity determination. 

Amortization cost of all equipment related 
to the direct operation of procuring and 
processing full length tree stems into 
the useable fuel form. 

Cost for promoting system of independent 
logging contractors. 

The $2.00 per equivalent green ton fee will 
represent the cost and use of expertise by 
management of Renewable Fuels and will be 
over and above any local management or 
supervision costs incurred. 

It is estimated that the present day cost of 
fuel will be $16.00 per green ton equivalent de-
livered to the Co-generation Facility. It is an-
ticipated that considerable amount of wastewood 
and fuel _will be available from local operations 
and, therefore, only a rough approximation can be 
made of a breakdown of this cost. Please note 
that the breakdown is divided into a "RoWldwood 
to Fuel" column and a "Wastewood or Fuel" column. 
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Roundwood to Fuel 
Cost Per Green 
Ton Equivalent 

Wastewood Chips 
or Fuel 

Cost Per Green 
Ton Equivalent 

Procurement $ 0.75 $ 1.00 

Receiving at Outlying Yards $ 0.25 -o-
Cost of Wood Delivered to Outlying Yards $ 9.00 $13.00 

~eration of Yard Including Storage $ 0.50 -o-
Chipping and Transportation $ 3.50 -o-
Management Fee 

It is further proposed that the following 
special conditions be worked out as details are 
available: 

l. An incentive program be initiated to en-
courage Renewable Fuels to reduce the 
cost of fuel to Smith with Renewable 
Fuels sharing equally in the savings. It 
is proposed that the past six months or 
one year average price be used as a base, 
adjusted for inflationary trends to set a 
new goal. 

2. Considering the limited logging acti-
vity time available P.ach year in this 
operation and the uncertainty of the 
amount of wastewood fuel and chips 
that can be procured from outside 
sources, Renewable Fuels reserves the 
right to sell excess quantities availa-
ble to outside users of wood fuel; an 
equitable system would be worked out 
so that any outside sales would carry 
their proportional share of all cost 
involved. 

3. Renewable Fuels would reserve the right 
to extract certain higher grade or 
quality logs from the roundwood sup-
plies for outside sales also; an 
equitable plan for this material shar-
ing their proportional amount of the 
cost would also be made. 

The term of the contract for this proposal 
would be for ten years with renewable clauses at 
the option of Renewable Fuels for two ten-year 
extensions. 

$ 2.00 

$16.00 

Example of an Actual contract 

This Agreement is made and entered into as of 
this 1st day of September, 1978, by and between 
B. G. WILSON LUMBER COMPANY, INC., an Arkansas 
Corporation ("Producer") and ACME BRICK COMPANY 
("Acme"), a division of Justin Industries, Inc., 
a Texas Corporation, authorized to do business 
in the State of Arkansas and doing business at 
716 West Sullenberger in Malvern, Arkansas. 

Whereas, P1-oducer desir<?S to sell to Acme, 
and Acme desires to buy from Producer, certain 
quantities of sawdust of the grade and size herein 
set forth ("Sawdust"), for the period and upon the 
terms and conditions of this Agr.eement1 

N~, THEREFORE, in considerat"ion of the pre-
mises and of the mutual covenants and agreements 
herein contained, the parties hereto agree as fol-
lows: 

1. Both parties do hereby expressly under-
stand and acknowledge that the production 
of Sawdust is a by-product of a lumber and 
paper mill chip producing facility and this 
Agreement recognizes the fact that such by-
product could not be produced without the 
production of the main production items of 
lumber and wood chips. Therefore, this 
Agreement is intended to be mutually bene-
ficial to both parties included but with the 
basic understanding that economic conditions, 
acts of God, and other restraints or re-
strictions beyond the control of the Pro-
ducer can and may interrupt the sale of this 

BIOMASS RESOURCE SURVEY 
(50 mile radius of Widgetville) 

Total Commercial Forest Land (acres) 
Growing Stock Volume (tons) 1976 
Growth (tons) 
Tons per Acre 
Removals of Growing Stock (tons) 
Net Growth per Year (net of oonsumptions) 
Growth per Acre (tons) 

1,233,900 
46,214, 700 

2,219,600 
36.34 

840,100 
1,379,500 

1.12 

• 

• 

• 
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material on a regular basis to Acme. 

In accordance with the terms hereof, 
Producer agrees to sell, transfer, and 
deliver by truck to Acme, and Acme agrees 
to accept and pay for approximately Three-
Hundred Twenty-Five (325) tons per calen-
dar week. Acme shall notify Producer of 
the times for delivery, place of delivery, 
and quantity of Sawdust to be shipped to 
Acme during the Tenn, and Producer agrees 
that, upon receipt of such notification, 
Producer will expeditiously cause such 
quantities of Sawdust to be delivered to 
Acme's direct destination ("Destination"), 
which Destination shall be, at Acme's 
choice from time to time, either Acme's 
brick plant site at Malvern, Arkansas, or 
Acme's brick plant site at Perla, Arkansas. 

3. Acme shall mail payments to Producer at 
Route 6, Box 515, Hot Springs, Arkansas, 
within ten (10) days following the date 

/.'. 

of receipt by Acme of monthly invoices of 
Producer, based upon a rate of (a) Seven 
Collars ($7.00) per ton F.O.B. Destination 
for the Sawdust received by Acme of the 
first year of the term hereof, and (b) to 
be negotiated in good faith for the remain-
der of Acme's requirement during the Term. 

4. The Sawdust shall be deemed to be deliver-
ed to and received by Acme when delivered 
by Producer at the Destination. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

The risk of loss. from any casualty to the 
Sawdust regardless of cause thereof shall 
be on Producer until acceptance of de-
livery by Acme's designated representative 
at the Destination. 

Producer warrants that the Sawdust will at 
all times prior to delivery be owned by 
Producer and be free from any security in-
terest of other lien or encwnbrance. 

Acme shall have the right to inspect the 
shipments of Sawdust for shortages prior 
to unloading by Producer at the Destination 
by weighing such Sawdust on any indepen-
dently approved scales. Appropriate ad-
justments shall be made on the invoice 
covering the shipment where a shortage 
occurred after notification to Producer 
of the adjustment. 

The sawdust to be sold and purchased here-
under will be wood particle, all of a size 
having been determined by passing through 
a three-ei2hth!l inch (3/8") scalping screen. 
Such. Sawdust shall not exceed fifty percent 
(50\) rroisture by weight, shall have an ap-
proximate minimum content of 4,500 per pound, 
and shall be wholly free of metal, rock, 
stone, gravel, ballast, or other non-wood 
materials, but may contain five percent 
(5\) or less wood bark. 
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The Sawdust delivered may be sampled on 
random basis by Acme as it is unloaded 
at the Destination. Acme shall deter-
mine, by proper analysis made in its 
laboratory and at its expense, the "as 
received" quality and characteristics of 
the Sawdust. Producer, at its specific 
request, shall have the right to have its 
representative or representatives present 
(at their sole cost and risk) during such 
sampling and testing, and such representa-
tive or representatives shall be permitted 
to take portions of samples for compara-
tive tests. Should a dispute arise be-
tween the parties hereto as to the quality 
of the Sawdust as obtained from such dupli-
cate samples, then and in the event, a 
third portion of such samples shall be sent 
to an independent laboratory and Ghall be 
binding upon Acme and Producer. 

9. The term of this Agreement ("Term") shall 
be for two (2) years beginning on November 
15, 1978, and continuing through November 
14, 1980. 

10. Producer represents that the goods or ser-
vices furnished hereunder will be produced 
in accordance with the applicable provis-
ions of the Fair Labor Act of 1938, as 
amended. 

11. Producer shall conduct any work contemplat-
ed herP.under in strict conformity to the re-
quirerrents of all applicable federal and 
state laws and all local or municipal laws 
and ordinances, and all lawful regulations 
of any public authorities. 

As long as this Agreement shall be in effect, 
each party hereto shall maintain, at its own 
expense, or make provisions for, (a) Work-
men's C.Ompensation insurance with statutory 
limits covering its employees who may be or 
become involved with the performance of this 
Agreement, and (b) Sawdust is to be delivered 
by a "Comm:m Carrier" and he will furnish a 
certificate of liability insurance as filed 
with the Transportation Commission. Acme 
will furnish Producer with a certificate of 
liability insurance. Producer will furnish 
Acme with a certificate of liability insur-

.ance. 

12. Should either party default in the perform-
ance of its obligations hereunder and fail 
to remedy such default within a reasonable 
time after written notice of such default, 
then the other party may at its option either 
terminate the Agreement and sue for damages 
or enforce specific performance of this 
Agreement. The rights and remedies herein 
granted in the event of default are cumula-
tive, and the exercise thereof shall be 
without prejudice to the enforcement of any 
other right or remedy authorized by law of 
this Agreement. 



13. In recognition of the many contingencies 
involved in the production of Sawdust 
(as expressed in Paragraph No. l herein 
above), the partic; do hereby expressly 
agree that this Acneement shall be de-
clared null and void and suspended (at 
the election of Producer) , in the event 
of any of the following occurrences; (a) 
Producer is unable to secure or purchase 
logs for its sawmill operation and such 
inability continues after diligent efforts 
on the part of Producer; (b) Producer's 
sawmill operation is materially changed so 
that sawdust is not a by-product of its 
sawmilling business; (c) destruction of 
all or a material portion of Producer's 
sawmill by fire, wind, tornado, flood, or 
other uncontrollable occurrence; (d) a 
strike by a sufficient number of Producer's 
employees to render the sawmill operation 
inoperable; (e) economic conditions such• 
as to cause the closing and stoppage of 
Producer's sawmill operation and render 
the production of Sawdust an impossibility. 

In the event of any of the above contin-
gencies, Producer shall notify Acme of 
such occurrence as soon as possible and 
both parties shall account for all loads 
delivered and payment shall be made for 
such loads. Acme specifically agrees 
Producer shall not be held accountable 
or liable for any damages, attorney's 
fees, or other expenses in the event of 
these enwnerated occurrences rendering 
this Agreement null and void. 

14. All written notice3 to be given here-
under shall be hand delivered or sent by 
United States Certified Mail, Return Re-
ceipt Requested, postage prepaid, and 
shall be addressed as follows: 

Producer: B. G. Wilson Lumber Company, Inc. 
Route 6, Box 515 
Hot Springs, Arkansas 71901 

Acme: Acme Bri:::k Company 
P. O. Box 425 
Fort Worth, Texas 76101 

Attn: Mr. Edward L. Stout, Jr. 
President 

Any notice given to either party to this 
Agreement in accordance with the provisions 
of this Paragraph shall be deemed and treat-
ed to have been received on the fourth (4th) 
business day after the date of mailing. Any 
party to this Agreement may notify the other 
party hereto of a change of address by giv-
ing written notice. 

15. If any term, provision, covenant, or condi-
tion of this Agreement is held by a Court 
of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, 
void, or unenforceable, the remainder of the 
provisions shall remain in full force and 
effect and shall in no way be affected, im-
paired, or invalidated. 
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16. 'nl.is Agreement may be amended only by a 
written instrument duly executed by or 
on behalf of the parties hereto. 

17. This Agreement contains the entire agree-
ment between the parties hereto with re-
spect to the transactions contemplated 
herein, and no party shall be liable or 
bound to the other in any manner by any 
other agreements, warranties, or representa-
tions except as specifically set forth here-
in. 

18. This Agreement is made in Hot Springs, 
Arkansas, Garland County, and shall be 
governed by the State of Arkansas, and 
shall inure to the benefit of and be bind-
ing upon the parties hereto and neither 
party has the right to assign its rights 
and duties hereunder without the other 
party's prior written consent. 

19. SPECIAL: All references herein shall be 
deemed to include the respective successors 
and assigns of each party hereto, and the 
provisions hereof shall be binding upon, 
and shall insure to the benefit of their 
respective successors and assigns. 

Wood for energy promises to help alleviate the 
nation's energy crisis. In a few years, the har-
vesting of energy wood may be as common as harvest-
ing pulpwcod. 

Bio-energy is widely available, infinitely 
renewable, conveniently storable, environmentally 
acceptable, useful in large and small scale, and 
versatile in products and by-products. 

.,, 

" 

.. 

.. 
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IN-PLANT HANDLING, PREPARATION AND STORAGE OF WOOD FUELS 

Introduction 

Thomas W. Reisinger 
Department of Forestry 

VPI&SU 
Blacksburg, Virginia 

As the prices of fossil fuels rise, the value of wood residues as a 
replacement fuel for gas and oil also continues to increase. Accordingly, 
forest products and non-forest based industries are increasing their use of 
wood fuels, and converting their existing facilities to accomodate this 
material. Although for many users there are real economic advantages to 
conversion, large-scale utilization of wood fuels is complicated by material 
handling problems. The successful operation of a wood combustion system 
hinges on delivery of a continuous supply of a quality fuel to the boilers. 
The in-plant handling systems play an important role in meeting this objective. 

Background 

Wood fuels possess certain qualities that make it a difficult material 
to handle and store. Bark, low-grade wood chips, shavings, sawdust and 
sanderdust are the most common types of energy wood utilized, but a wide 
variety of other materials such as pulp waste fiber, paper scraps and 
urban refuse are often burned with woody fuels. Some of these materials 
can be handled easier than others, but wide variations in particle size, 
moisture content and bulk density increase the complexity of handling. 
Stockpiling the large volumes of fuel material necessary for industrial use 
may occupy five to ten times more storage space than comparable amounts of 
coal or oil. In addition, energy wood often contains abrasive materials 
such as dirt or sand, and larger pieces of rock or tramp metal, all of 
which are harmful to processing and conveying equipment. When oil and gas 
were cheap, many of the types of wood residue material now being burned 
were not used as fuel primarily because of these undesirable characteristics. 

Equipment for handling and processing wood fuels at the plant site is 
well-developed and readily available. Handling systems, because of the 
nature of the raw material, are complex and may require a larger capital 
investment than those for fossil fuels. Mill systems currently in use 
range from small basic systems to very large and sophisticated installations 
requiring a high capital investment. Determining which handling method is 
best suited for a particular application requires careful evaluation prior 
to the design of a mill handling system. Criteria for equipment selection 
is based primarily on the quantity and quality of fuel required by the 
combustion unit. 

The purpose of this paper is three fold: to discuss several methods 
and equipment currentlybeingused by wood-fired installations; to point 
out specific problem areas common to wood fuel handling; and to describe 
design features and typical systems that have been successfully used in the 
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Southeast. For purposes of discussion, a handling system for a wood-fired 
industrial facility will be subdivided into the functions of receiving, 
preparing, storing, reclaiming, and conveying. Ideally, the flow of material 
through the system procedds in the order mentioned but exceptions are quite 
common. Figure 1 provides a relative idea of the size or capacity of a 
handling system based on the hourly and annual fuel consumption rates. 
For example, a small system is one designed to handle material for a boiler 
burning less than 10 tons of mixed wood fuel per hour and a large handling 
system is capable of handling volumes greater than 50 tons per hour. 

Receiving 

Energy wood is obtained from either outside purchases or from internally 
generated sources. Many smaller forest products industries, such as lumber 
and plywood manufacturers, often produce sufficient fuel to meet their own 
energy needs. In contrast, non-forest based industries as well as larger, 
more energy intensive pulp and paper companies often acquire all or a portion 
of their wood fuel requirements from outside sources. 

Purchasing material from a number of suppliers requires an efficient 
receiving system to handle fuel deliveries. Typically, receiving is straight·-
forward as illustrated in Figure 2. Trucks are the primary means of delivering 
wood fuels because the low-density, high moisture content of this material 
generally makes it uneconomical to transport beyond 50 miles. In the East, 
all incoming material is weight scaled for payment and inventory purposes 
before unloading. 

Several methods of unloading can be utilized depending on the type of 
delivery-truck. Self-unloading trucks with dumping and live-bottom trailers 
can be used by plants of all sizes, and require no investment in unloading 
equipment. Smaller plants may also unload van type trailers with a Morbark 
"Scooproveyor" or with a small skid-steer bucket loader. The medium and 
large wood-fired plants almost always use one or two hydraulic platform 
dumpers that raise the entire truck and/or trailer to a angle of 55 degrees 
for gravity discharge. Dump cycle times average three to five minutes 
for 20 to 25 ton loads, but additional time is required for hooking and 
unhooking to the platform. Generally, one dumper is capable of handling 
40 van-trailer loads in a 12-hour day. Semi-portable models are available 
for unloading the tractor/trailer as a unit or for the trailer by itself. 
The drive-through dumper is a desirable feature because it eliminates 
the extra time required for backing the trailer onto the dumping platform, 
and it also enhances mill traffic flow patterns. 

A primary receiving concern is minimizing the turn-around times for 
trucks delivering fuel. Unpredictable arrival times for delivery trucks 
make scheduling difficult and delays common. Frequent and unreasonable 
delays in unloading increase transportation costs for suppliers by reducing 
equipment utilization. If these problems persist, suppliers will begin 
to look for alternative markets for their product. 

• 

• 
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As material is received, it can be discharged onto a prepared pad at 
ground level, into an above-ground hopper or a below-ground pit. Once the 
truck is unloaded, high volue removal of material from the receiving area 
is desirable. Hoppers and pits generally have automatic conveying equipment 
for this purpose. For example, an 8 chain wide hopper is capable of dis-
charging 20,000 cubic feet or 250 tons of mixed wood fuel per hour. Loaders 
with 6-12 yard buckets are required to remove material dumped onto the 
ground. Material received from outside sources is normally conveyed onto 
preparation equipment, but some locations convey material directly to the 
boiler or to storage areas for later preparation. 

Preparation 

The basic steps in a preparation system are cleaning, screening, sizing, 
and drying. Wood fuels are subjected to these treatments to increase com-
bustion efficiency, reduce stack emissions and improve material handling 
qualities. Fossil fuels such as gasoline, oil, natural gas and coal are 
refined and processed by the supplier. In contrast, most wood fuels require 
some preparation by the consumer before it can be burned. The extent to 
which this material is prepared before combustion varies widely from location 
to location depending on combustion requirements. Generally, most mills 
perform only the minimum amount necessary for combustion. The flow of 
material through the system can take several routes as individual preparation 
steps are bypassed. Figure 3 illustrates several of these options. 

Cleaning and screening improves the quality of wood fuel by removing 
unwanted and of ten uncombustible material which increases boiler maintenance 
and repair. For example, powerful electromagnets suspended over conveyors 
are used to remove pieces of ferrous metal which might otherwise damage 
hogging equipment downstream. Screens are used to remove some of the sand, 
rock and other non-ferrous materials as well as oversized pieces of wood. 
Multiple disc screens are the most frequently used type of screen because 
the jostling action of the rotating discs effectively separates dirt 
particles and oversized fuel material. The flat-inclined vibratory screens, 
drum screens or pneumatic classifiers are also used for screening woody 
fuel material. 

Screening is also an excellent means of classifying material by size. 
Acceptable particle sizes are conveyed to storage or to combustion but the 
pieces are separated by the screen and pass through the hogs, chippers 
or other size reduction equipment. Hammermills are typically used for barky 
material and knife hogs or chippers for larger, solid wood pieces. Particle 
size of the output material can be controlled by the machine style and size • 
Generally, woody fuel material should be reduced to an uniform size as soon 
as possible for ease of handling. A piece size of two to four inches is 
generally the most efficient size for handling and conveying. 

The advantages of pre-drying wood fuels are obvious, but drying on a 
large-scale is uneconomical for many locations. Improvements in drying 
technology are rapidly changing the economics of pre-drying. Installations 
currently engaged in drying use a hot-gas rotary drum type dryer heated 
directly from its own burner or indirectly from boiler to fuel gases. 
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Storage 

Storage of wood fuels is necessary to level out differences between 
fuel deliveries and mill consumption. Inventory levels vary widely, but a 
typical boiler producing 200,000 pounds of steam per hour burns 35 tons of 
wood per hour. For this size operation, most managers feel that a four 
to six day fuel supply in storage is a minimum inventory level. If storage 
space is available however, most wood-fired plants purchase and stockpile 
much larger quantities. 

Outside storage is generally the only storage method available for 
large volumes of high moisture content wood. Since most wood fuels are 
already high in moisture, covered storage systems are considered unnecessary, 
and typically reserved for dry material. As shown in Figure 4, dry and wet 
fuels are normally conveyed and stored separately. 

Outside storage piles are usually constructed directly on the ground, 
but prepared surfaces such as asphalt or concrete are preferred to prevent 
additional contamination. These piles are typically 20 to 40 feet high and 
often cover several acres. For example, a 15 day inventory piled 20 feet 
high occupies approximately 0.5 acres for the small consumer, 1.5 acres 
for the medium consumer, and 3.0 acres for the larger wood-fired consumer. 

Large front-end loaders or bulldozers are employed for building, shaping 
and reclaiming material from these storage piles. Some systems use elevated 
stationary or radial belt stackers in combination with rubber tired or tracked 
mobile equipment. High capacity, completely automated stacker-reclaimer 
systems are available, but the high capital investment required for these 
systems prohibits their use by all but the largest plants. 

Metal or concrete structures such as bins or silos are commonly used 
for short-term storage of small quantities of dry fuel material in spite of 
the high cost of installation. The automatic infeed and retrieval devices 
included in these designs account for a major portion of the cost. Several 
locations store fuel in partially enclosed buildings or sheds located near 
their boilers. 

Systems storing green and wet material should be designed to operate 
on a first-in, first-out rotation basis. Pile turnover every two to four 
weeks minimizes additional build-up of moisture, the risk of spontaneous 
combustion, and deterioration of fuel material. 

Reclaiming 

The final step in a fuel handling system involves reclaiming material 
from storage and conveying it to the combustion equipment. An operator in 
the power house usually regulates the rate of reclaim and matches the fuel 
supply with boiler demand fluctuations. Surge bins located immediately 
ahead of the boiler are frequently used when uniform metering is required. 
They also provide a continuous fuel-supply during short breakdowns in the 
reclaim system. 

• 
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Reclaiming equipment may consist of multiple drag chains, traveling 
screw conveyors, or hydraulically-powered pusher bars or a series of rotating 
sweep bucket chains. Mobile equipment is often used to move the material 
to the reclaim from outside storage piles. "Bridging" or arching of material 
over conveyors is a frequent operational problem which can be avoided by 
proper design and periodic monitoring of the reclaim area. 

Conveying 

Successful in-plant handling of wood fuels depends on a reliable 
system of conveyors capable of transferring material between each processing 
phase. Selecting the correct type from the many specialized conveying 
methods available is important if material is to be delivered at the required 
rate. Belt conveyors and pneumatic conveyors are conunonly used when moving 
material long distances. Generally, belt systems require more expensive 
support structures, but pneumatic systems are more expensive to operate 
and maintain. Distances of less than 30-50 feet can be traversed with 
drag chains, screws, or vibratory conveyors economically, and all three of 
these methods are used as feeders for combustion equipment. Bucket elevations 
or "flexowall" conveyor belting are u13ed when conveying vertically or up 
steep inclines. 

Total In-Plant Systems 

After inspecting several wood fuel handling facilities, I have concluded 
that the "typical" system doesn't really exist. Each location has its own 
unique set of requirements which influenced the design of the total system. 
To illustrate how material flows and how the various functions mesh, I 
have provided three examples of "typical" in-plant systems. A small, basic 
system is shown in Figure 5, a medium sized handling system in Figure 6 and 
Figure 7 illustrates a large automatic system. 

Conclusion 

Efficient and economical material handling at the plant site is just as 
important to the successful operation of a wood-fired industrial facility as 
the combustion equipment. Interruptions in fuel supply for a large industrial 
installation cannot be tolerated. Consequently, the material handling system 
must be reliable enough for continuous year-round operation. In contrast 
to other types of fuels, systems designed to handle and store woody fuels 
require specialized equipment, more plant space, and often a larger invest-
ment. The costs of receiving, preparing, storing and reclaiming materials 
must be minimized if the full value of wood as a conunercial fuel is to be 
realized. Hopefully, this brief overview of equipment and methods has pointed 
out some of the design and operational problems associated with handling 
wood fuels. 
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Figure 1 

Classification of Wood Fuel Handling Systems 
Based on Plant Consumption 

Rate of Consumption 
(Tons of Mixed Wood Fuels) 

Tons/Hour* Tons/Year** 

< 10 < 85,700 

10-50 85,700-428,400 

50 > 428-400 > 

* Assumes Continuous Power Generation 24 Hours Per Day. 

** Assumes 51 Weeks Per Year. 

• 
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s I·:ss JON I I I : r NTHODIJC'l'Of{Y REMARKS 

Herbert S. Wheary, Moderator 
Virginia Division of Energy 

Office of Emergency and Energy Services 
Richmond, Virginia 

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, it is a pleasure and privilege 
to be a participant in this conference. Bill Robinson of Industrial 
Development who contributed much in bringing us together today has been 
involved in a number of activities in which I have also participated, all 
of which I look back upon with pride. This conference is no exception, 
it has been most informative thus far and I am eager to introduce our 
outstanding speakers for this afternoon's session. But before I do, let 
me take just a few moments to share with you some reflections on the 
international impact of what we are talking about here today. I know 
that we have all been alarmed by recent headlines from the middle-east 
and now information has leaked from the recent OPEC ministers meeting in 
Austria which sheds light on the causes of the present conflict. 

Bear in mind that there is now a glut of oil, due to conservation 
driven largely by high prices and partly by conversion to alternative 
sources. We at the State Office of Emergency and Energy Services have 
treated conservation to include conversion to renewables as well as 
improving efficiency. 

The information now available indicates that the Iraqi attack was 
plotted at the OPEC conference two and a half weeks ago. Iran requested 
permission to increase its oil production as a step toward economic 
recovery (they need money to buy parts and for reconstruction). This was 
opposed by most other OPEC nations because there is presently an excess 
of oil above ground and they would have to cut back production against 
their wishes and would lose some control over prices. Iran responded 
with a threat to militarily close the Strait of Hormuz through which 60 
percent of the Persian Gulf oil now passes. This reckless threat con-
vinced the powers within OPEC that Iran must be taught a lesson and they 
threfore condoned the desire by Iraq to attack Iran. It was hoped that 
this would topple the Ayatollah and lead to a more commercially coopera-
tive regime. 

Of course, Iraq attacked and now the United States is committed 
to protecting the straits through which 24 percent of the world's oil 
flows. I will leave you to draw your own conclusions from the theory 
behind these events. But it does show the complexity and vulnerability 
of the fuel upon which we are so dependent - oil. It also teaches that 
we do need to find alternatives to that source, such as wood and other 
renewables. 

Bear in mind that the United States now has a law on the books, 
the Emergency Energy Conservation Act which does have teeth in it. If 
we are faced with a 20 percent shortfall of petroleum it can be invoked 
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with stringent measures. It behooves us to move toward independence 
of foreign oil through solutions such as those presented here today. 

Now let me introduce our first speaker for this afternoon. • . . 
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WOOD COMBUSTION BASIC TECHNIQUES 

Robert A. Harris 
Department of Forestry 

Clemson University 
Clemson, South Carolina 

Wood is made up of Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen, and ash 
(inorganic). The proportion of these elements for pine is approximately: 

Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Oxygen 
Nitrogen 
Ash 

50.2% 
6.1% 

43.4% 
0.2% 
0.2% 
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are consumed, carbon is left which visibly glows as it is burned in a 
solid form (Stage 3). In Stage 4, all processes are simultaneously 
occurring, as more wood is dried and vaporized, the vapors are burned, 
leaving a glowing carbon filament which is consumed with an ash residue 
remaining. 

As equations 1 and 2 illustrate, the combustion process is based on 
a chemical reaction which combines molecules of carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen. These molecules, however, are not present in wood in the exact 
proportion required to complete the combustion process. Let's take a 
look at the ultimate analysis of pine and see what is missing. 

First, we need to know the atomic and molecular weights of the 
elements. 

Atomic Number required to Molecular 
weight make one mole weight 

Carbon 12 1 12 
Hydrogen 1 2. 2 
Oxygen 16 2 32 

The molecular weight shows the proportional weight of a mole of one 
element vs. the weight of a mole of another element. With reference to 
the above chart, one mole of carbon is six times the weight of one mole 
of hydrogen. Any measure of weight can be used. Here, the measure used 
will be pounds, and the weights are thus referred to as pound moles. 

Using our analysis of pine and assuming that we have 100 pounds of 
wood, we see that we have: 

Element 

Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Oxygen 

Pounds 

50.2 
6.1 

43.4 

Pound per mole 

12 
2 

32 

Pound Moles 

4.18 
3.05 
1. 36 

In equation one, one mole of carbon combines with one mole of 
oxygen to form one mole of carbon dioxide. Thus, to burn 100 pounds of 
wood and utilize 4.18 moles of carbon, we must have 4.18 pound moles of 
oxygen present. 

In equation two, two moles of Hydrogen combine with one mole of 
oxygen. Thus, in our pound sample, we must have 1.525 pound moles of 
oxygen to combine with the 3.05 pound moles of hydrogen present. 

The total amount of oxygen required, 5.705 pound moles, less the 
amount present, 1.36 moles, means that we must supply an additional 
4.345 pound moles of oxygen for complete combustion to occur. 
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Since one pound mole of any element occupies 359 standard cubic 
feet (at 32°F and 29.92 inches of mercury), we can see that we must 
supply 359 x 4.345 = 1563 SCF of oxygen to complete combustion. Since 
80 percent of air is not oxygen, we must introduce 1563 x 5 = 7815 SCF 
of air to facilitate complete combustion. This is referred to as 
"combustion air," which must be supplied in any combustion system. 

It is very unlikely that every molecule of oxygen will find its 
way to an available molecule of either carbon or hydrogen, so we must 
supply some "excess air" to make sure complete combustion occurs. The 
amount of excess air required varies based on many variables. 

If combustion air is unavailable, combustible gases are given off 
but not burned. The solid carbon can also be left as a residual of 
combustion by restricting the oxygen supply. The required intorduction 
of combustion air can be used to advantage, for example, to create 
turbulence or to convey the fuel. By restricting the combustion air, 
useful products such as combustible gas and charcoal can be produced 
(Figure 2). 

Methods of Burning Wood 

Wood can be burned in three basic ways: in a pile, in a thin bed, 
and in suspension. 

Pile burning is generally applicable to a wide range of wood fuel 
and can acconnnodate both wet and dry fuel. Larger pieces of wood 
usually burn better than fines because they allow penetration of air into 
the pile. The exposed surface area of piles is relatively small, and 
response time is usually slow. Its simplicity and adaptability to many 
fuel types makes pile burning popular for small energy applications 
where the energy demand is fairly constant. 

Burning in a thin bed is similar to pile burning, except that the 
pile is spread out over a large area, and the depth is kept thin. The 
advantages over pile burning arise from the increased exposure area. 
This allows better response time and a greater heat release capacity, 
thus making this technique applicable to swing loads and large sizes. 
As in pile burning, a wide range of fuel can be used. Placing the fuel 
in a thin bed, spread evenly over the combustion surface, does introduce 
additional complexity. 

True suspension burning places severe restraints on particle size 
and moisture content of wood fuel. Smaller size and low moisture content 
are essential due to the low retention times available for combustion. 
A major advantage of suspension burning is the excellent response time 
to load variations. A disadvantage is the fuel preparation requirement. 

As will be discussed in more detail later, these three methods 
of burning wood are very often happening simultaneously in many 
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applications. The combination of suspension burning and thin bed 
burning is particularly popular due to their inherent advantages. 

Combustion Surfaces 

The combustion surface, as defined herein, is the medium on which 
the fuel is supported while combustion takes place. The fuel to be 
burned can be supported by a solid hearth, on grates, on a bed of 
suspended particles (fluidized bed) or in the air (suspension burning). 

Burning on a flat hearth is restricted to pile burning. When 
pile burning on a hearth, excess air (combustion air) is generally 
intorduced in a tangential manner, creating a vortex around and above 
the pile. This aids in particle dryign and increased retention time. 
Systems utilizing this concept are generally restricted to smaller 
sizes (less than 25,000 pph) and relatively smooth steam curves. Its 
simplicity and cost is, however, attractive for applicable situations. 

Burning on grates offers, possible, the greatest variety of 
combustion design possibilities. Grates are used in conjunction with 
both pile and thin bed combustion. The advantage of grates comes from 
the ability to introduce air from not only the sides and top of the 
fuel (overfire air), but also from under the fuel (underfire air). 

Grates are made in a variety of configurations. However, no matter 
what the configuration, all grates have some common requirements. They 
must be able to withstand high temperatures and mechanical abuse. They 
must distribute the underfire air evenly across the combustion area. 
They must allow for the removal of ash, either manually or automatically. 
Grate designs include fixed, moving, inclined, step, etc. Grates are 
generally made from a cast iron alloy and can be either water or air 
cooled. 

A big advantage of grates is realized when used in conjunction with 
thin bed burning. The manipulation of both overfire and underfire air 
greatly increases response time to load changes. This combination allows 
for an increased mix of fuel and combustion air and greatly increases 
the heat release capacity over pile burning on a hearth. 

A fluidized bed is a layer of solid particles in which the particles 
have been suspended by passing a gas (air) up through the particles at 
a sufficient velocity to "float" them and cause the bed to act as a 
liquid (Figure 3). This bed is heated, and wood fuel, on introduction 
to the bed, is heated to the point of combustion. The fluidized bed 
serves as a heat sink and performs several functions. It heats the wood, 
volatizes the wood, heats the incoming air, and mixes air with the fuel 
to assist in combustion. Advantages of the fluidized bed include its 
ability to burn a wide range of moisture content and particle size, high 
heat release rates, and wide range of size applications. Disadvantages 
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would be the high horsepower requirements for fluidizing the bed, and 
its relatively recent commercial applications. 

Feed Systems 

The method of feeding a wood combustion system is important to the 
combustion process. A proper feed system must deliver wood fuel at the 
desired rate, distributed as required, and without upsetting the other 
variables, such as the amount and distribution of secondary air. 

Pile burning is generally fed in one of three methods: gravity 
drop from above, pneumatically from above, or from under the pile with 
a stoker (either ram or screw). As previously discussed, pile burning 
has the drawback of slow response time. When feeding a burning pile, it 
is easy to see that by overloading the pile, the fire can actually be 
smothered out. 

Thin bed burning requires that the fuel be spread evenly over the 
entire area of combustion. This is accomplished either by mechanical or 
pneumatic spreader stokers. Mechanical stokers "throw" the material 
across the grates. Front to back evenness is relatively easy, but side 
to side evenness is a little more difficult. This is often overcome by 
having a series of spreaders across the front of the boiler. 

Air is used to convey the fuel out over the grates in a pneumatic 
spreader stoker. This technique is widely used in wood combustion. In 
addition to conveying the fuel, the air also serves the purpose of an 
overfire air supply. Care must be taken, however, to insure that if the 
system is running at a reduced capacity, the amount of excess air is not 
too great due to the stoker system. Care must also be taken to insure 
that particles are not entrained in the air stream and carried through 
the combustor too quickly. 

Suspension burners are generally fed with pneumatic feeders, with 
the combustion air introduced along with the finely ground wood fuel. 
Again, care must be taken that enough turbulence is present to insure 
that particles are not entrained in the air stream and carried through 
without complete combustion taking place. 

Combustion Chambers 

Combustion chambers vary widely in sizes, shapes, and configurations. 
The configuration of the combustion chambers is based on the combustion 
technique used, whether single stage or two stage combustion is desired. 

Basically, all combustion chambers are refractory lined enclosures 
designed to contain the combustion process and allow for the control of 
the combustion air, thus controlling the actual combustion process. 

• 
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Single stage combustion chambers complete all combustion processes 
in a single chamber. That is, drying, distillation, and combustion of 
the gases are all completed in the primary chamber. In some cases, the 
hot gases are taken elsewhere for use. In other cases, heat exchangers 
are incorporated into the combustion chamber walls. 

Two stage combustion chambers accomplish drying and distillation in 
the primary chamber. The combustible gases are burned in a secondary 
chamber. The Dutch Oven is a very popular two-stage combustion system 
(Figure 4). Many variations of the Dutch Oven, the secondary chamber is 
located horizontal from the primary chamber, and the gases are combusted 
as they enter the secondary chamber over a bridgewall. In the fuel cell, 
the process is vertical and the combustion of the gases takes place above 
the primary chamber. 

Utilizing the Products of Combustion 

There are three useful products of combustion: heat, combustible 
gases, and charcoal. Combustible gases and charcoal are the result of 
partial combustion carried out in the absence of oxygen. 

Gases can be used in two primary ways. In a close coupled gasifier, 
the gases can be pulled off and combusted innnediately. Where gasifiers 
are now operating, this is the method generally used. Gases can also be 
cooled and piped to another location for firing with a gas burner. This 
technology is developmental, and costs are generally higher than more 
conventional combustion methods. It is attractive because it allows for 
remote location of the gasifier and the utilization of existing steam 
generators. 

Much work has been done, in the past few years, on systems which 
produce heat for process and other products, such as charcoal, pyrolitic 
oil and combustible gas. The idea is great; produce your requirements of 
heat and as a by-product, produce saleable products which pay for the 
feedstock, thus, getting the required process heat at a reduced rate. 
This process has yet to become a reality, although there is at least one 
installation where process heat is being produced with charcoal as a by-
product. This type of application, for the non-wood industry considering 
wood as a source of energy, should be looked upon as still in the develop-
mental stage. 

The primary product of wood combustion now used is, of course, 
heat. This heat, in the form of hot combustion gases, can be used 
either directly, for firing brick kilns, lumber kilns, etc., or it can 
be transferred to another medium which is more suitable to a particular 
process requirement. Hot oil and steam are two popular ways to utilize 
this heat, with steam by far being the most popular. 

Capacities 
in either one of 
per hour (pph). 

of steam generators, or boilers, are genearlly given 
two ways; boiler horsepower (bhp) or pounds of steam 
One boiler horsepower is equal to the energy required 
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to evaporate 34.5 pounds of water at 212°F to saturated steam at 212°F. 
Thus a 500 hp boiler can generate 500 x 34.5 = 17,250 pounds of steam 
per hour (at atmospheric pressure). 

There are two basic designs of boilers. They are the fire tube 
boilers and the water tube boilers. Each has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. Both fire tube and water tube boilers can be used with 
a variety of burning methods and furnace configurations. 

A fire tube boiler contains water which surrounds the tubes. The 
hot combustion gases pass through the tubes. The pressure inside the 
boiler drum is very high, thus limiting the size of the fire tube boiler 
to around 1000 hp (34,500 pph) or less, and limiting the steam pressure 
to, generally 250 psi or less. Of course, multiple units could be used 
to increase capacity beyond 1000 hp. Costs of fire tube boilers are 
very attractive when compared with other combustor types, for sizes less 
than 1000 hp. Multiple units are generally more expensive than a single 
water tube boiler, however, other considerations may make this option 
attractive. For example, a situation where the winter load is twice the 
summer load could benefit by a dual installation where one boiler could 
remain idle during the sunnner, instead of operating a larger boiler at 
one-half capacity. 

Many fire tube boiler configurations exist. Probably the most 
popular is the horizontal return tube boiler, referred to as an HRT 
boiler. In addition to the horizontal configuration, fire tube boilers 
can have a vertical configuration. 

Water tube boilers contain water in the tubes, and the hot combustion 
gases flow around the tubes. Water-tube boilers can be designed to much 
higher pressures and sizes than fire tube boilers, with sizes ranging up 
to hundreds of thousands of pph of steam. When 35,000 pph or more of 
steam is required, it is generally less expensive to install a single 
large water tube boiler than to install multiple fire tube units. 

Water tube boilers come in many designs. They can be classified 
based on the number of drums, drum placement, drum orientation, tube 
configuration and placement, presence or absence of water walls, etc. 
The specific configuration must be based on the type of combustion 
technique, fuel type, furnace design, and steam requirements. Water 
tube boilers give much greater flexibility with regards to steam pressure 
and temperature. 

Other Considerations 

There are numerous other factors to consider when looking at a 
wood energy system. Among the factors are the following: 

Pre-heated combustion air. When burning green ·wood fuel, it is advan-
tageous to preheat the incoming combustion air to assist in the evaporation 
of water from the fuel. This is done by inserting an air-to-air heat 

• 
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exchange in the breaching of the system. The simplicity of preheating 
combustion air makes this more attractive than the alternative of pre-
drying the fuel. 

Ash re-injection. In many cases, uncombusted carbon is carried through 
the system. The carryover can amount to a significant quantity of 
combustible material, and reinjection of this material into the combustion 
chanber can account for a higher overall efficiency, plus the added 
advantage of reducing the amount of disposable ash. 

Ash removal. Ash can either be removed manually or automatically. The 
disadvantages of manual removal are increased labor, limits to boiler 
size, and potential loss of steam during removal. 

Automatic ash removal system can be the result of traveling grates, 
dumping grates, and slope or step grate configurations. Fixed grates 
can contain steam nozzles which pulsate and "walk" the ash to the edge 
of the grate and into the ash pit. 

Summary 

Each of the considerations presented here, i.e., fuel type, methods 
of burning, combustion surfaces, feed systems, combustion chambers, 
boiler types, and ash removal should be considered separately. With 
proper planning, a wood fuel system tailored to your needs can be put 
together . 
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Figure 2. Schematic of a wood gasifier. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of a fluid bed combustion. 
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ENGINEERING A WOOD BOILER SYSTEM 

Arthur S. McGraw 
McGraw-Morgan, Inc. 
Richmond, Virginia 

I would like to give you some background information on two 
different sized wood fired boiler plants which we have recently built. 
The first will be a 25,000 pph fire tube boiler installation burning 
green sawdust from a lumber manufacturing operation. The second will 
be two large water tube boilers burning mill waste and whole tree chips, 
all of which must be purchased from outside of their operations. 

Doyle Lumber Company of Martinsville, VA manufactures primarily 
high grade kiln dried pine lumber and to increase production purchased 
a high temperature-high speed dry kiln requiring 20,000 pph steam at 
225 psig. at the peak of its operating cycle. Allowing for pickup 
and peak loads, a 25,000 pph boiler was selected. Their mill produces 
an abundance of green sawdust which is ideal boiler fuel, but has little 
value elsewhere. A hrt type firetube boiler was selected over a water 
tube due to the higher furnace temperatures necessary for drying the fuel. 

Consideration was given to furnace volume. When burning green, that 
is 50 percent moisture fuel, a furnace heat release rate in this type 
of installation should not exceed 22,000 btu per cubic foot of volume. 
To attain this the boiler was set 12 feet above grade. 

Consideration was given to the method of firing. Grate maintenance 
cost is usually very high on refractory set boiler installations due to 
high furnace temperatures, therefore, it was decided to burn this fuel 
on a refractory hearth without grates and to introduce combustion air 
through a system of ducts and nozzles built into the lower furnace 
walls. 

Consideration was given to preheating combustion air. An air pre-
heater was installed in the boiler outlet breeching which is addition to 
providing upwards of 300°F combustion air, improved overall efficiency 
by reducing stack temperature losses. Experience has shown that on 
similar installations without air preheaters maximum boiler turn down is 
seldom over 2 to 1 whereas with the air preheater turn down is increased 
to 3 1/2 to 1. 

Consideration was given to the control system. Furnace draft 
controls were installed to improve combustion and efficiency by main-
taining a minimum of -.1" WC draft in the furnace. Through a parallel 
positioning control system with bias, proper fuel/air ratio is maintained 
for optimum performance throughout the load range. 

Consideration was given to return on investment. If your manu-
facturing operation produces a by-product which has little market value 
except as boiler fuel, then ROI can be very good. Considering the invest-
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ment in the boiler plant as a package, the ROI is approximately 3 years 
with additional benefits in lumber drying time, quality of lumber and 
reduction of down time for maintenance. The total cost of this project 
was approximately $325,000.00. 

The second plant I would like to talk about is that of Jack Daniels 
Distillery in Lynchburg, TN. Their present steam plant consists of two 
combination no. 2 oil and natural gas fired water tube boilers with a 
combined capacity of 90,000 pph operating at 175 psig. We have now 
built them a new modern steam generating plant located some 1,900 feet 
from the present site and capable of generating 140,000 pph steam when 
fired with green wood fuel and up to 165,000 pph steam when fired with 
coal, oil or gas and operating at 190 psig. 

Many factors had to be considered back in 1977 in the design and 
layout of this plant, several of which were somewhat unique to this 
company. 

In order to increase production in the distillery they needed more 
steam generating capacity. Since space was not available there in the 
"hollow" to enlarge the boiler room, a new site was selected over the 
hill and out of sight of the main distillery. 

In sight of the 1974 oil embargo and subsequent increasing fuel 
prices, the initial decision to fire the new plant with coal and with 
No. 2 fuel oil as a backup, was not a difficult one to make. 

Initially there were to be two 55,000 pph boilers in the new plant 
with the old plant standing by for use during peak loads and outages or 
for use when steam demand fell below 15,000 pph. 

Interest in wood as a boiler fuel developed after the initial study 
was made. There was an abundance of mill residue within a 50 mile 
radius of the plant as well as a vast supply of timber land which could 
be clear cut. At that time a contract could be obtained from a local 
wood refuse supplier in north Alabama to deliver mill waste and/or whole 
tree chips for approximately $8.00 per ton. Since the original commitment 
to construct a wood fired plant, the delivered cost of wood fuel has 
risen to $10.50. 

The addition of a wood burning capability adds considerably to 
the cost of the plant. At that time also, one of the boilers was 
increased to an 80,000 pph unit and provision was made for the installation 
of a future 80,000 pph unit. The wood fuel handling system consisted of 
a hydraulic truck dumper and scales capable of handling a 40 foot trailer 
with tractor, a live bottom receiving hopper, automatic tramp metal 
remover and detector, disc screen classifier, wood hog and a 1,500 ton 
covered storage area. Wood is reclaimed from storage by a reciprocating 
hydraulic floor mounted unit and is delivered to a 130 ton capacity 
concrete silo from which it is metered out to the boilers in proportion 
to steam demand. The silo unloader is a sweep arm type. All conveyors 
are rubber belt except the distribution flight chain conveyer located 
in the roof of the reclaim building. 
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Natural gas burning capability was added as a requirement by the 
gas company to maintain their contract. 

Due to boiler sizes, the boilers had to be water tube design. Fuel 
feed systems had to be flexible in that maximum boiler ratings had to be 
attained by any one fuel or any combination of fuels. The primary fuel, 
of course, is wood. Gas is the immediate backup for wood. Coal burning 
capability is provided for the future if it becomes economically feasible 
and oil could be used interchangeably with gas. This is the only plant 
I know of that has this flexibility. 

The ash removal, conveying and storage systems had to be on a 
continuous basis and fully automatic. A duel system of ash removal is 
provided at the baghouse hoppers. A standard pneumatic system with 
overhead storage silo is employed when burning coal. When burning wood, 
due to the explosive nature of the ash deposited in the ash silo, the 
ash is diverted to a system of screw conveyors and deposited in a 
container which can be ahuled away. Ashes from traveling grates and 
siftings hoppers are conveyed pneumatically to the ash silo when burning 
either wood or coal. Ash from the multiclone collectors after passing 
through sand classifiers is reinjected to the furnace. The sand is 
deposited in containers to be hauled away. 

Efficiency of operation was paramount in all design criteria. The 
boilers are equipped with feedwater economizers and two stage steam coils 
in the air ducts are used for combustion air preheat when burning the 
solid fuels. Boiler efficiencies are projected at better than 86 percent. 
No condensate is returned to the boilers. All water delivered to 
the boilers is cooling water from the whiskey stills. It enters the 
plant at about 160°F, passes through special filters and softening equip-
ment, is heated to 240°F in the deaerator and then passes through the 
economizers to the boilers. 

Environmentally, every effort has been made to exceed new source 
requirements. The final emission control device in the flue gas stream 
is a 5 module baghouse. Only 3 modules need be in operation at any one 
time. The fourth will be in a reverse air cleaning mode and the fifth 
module is to be a spare. Multiclone collectors preceed the baghouse to 
reduce the larger micron dust loading. 

All plant control functions are either managed or monitored from 
the air conditioned plant control room. The wood unloading, conveying 
and storage systems are controlled from a tower located at the unloader, 
but with permissives from the main control room. Full metering analogue 
combustion control systems for each fuel are provided. In addition to 
the normal complement of plant instrumentation we are recording oxygen 
and opacity in the flue gas. 

The total cost of this project is approximately $6.3 million. The 
payback on this investment although very good is not the only factor to 
be considered. The company can now increase production by upwards of 60 
percent, they can take advantage of inequalities in fuel costs, fuel 
shortages will no longer threaten to shut them down or even curtail 
operations and future co-generation is now a distinct possibility 
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Boiler 
Air Preheater 
Multiclone Collector 
Induced Draft Fan 
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Wood Burning System 
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Pumps 
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Wood Conveying Blower 
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DOYLE LUMBER COMPANY 

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS 

Industrial Boiler Co. - HRT 
General Resource Corporation 
Zurn 
Clar age 
Clar age 
McGraw-Morgan, Inc. 
Westinghouse - Pneumatic 
Aurora - Centrifugal 
Mast-Lepley 
Sprout-Waldron 
McGraw-Morgan, Inc. 
Sprout-Waldron 
Premier Pneumatics 



Boilers 
Stokers - Coal 
Stokers - Wood 
Burners - Oil & Gas 
Combustion Controls 
Instrumentation 
Economizers 
Multiclone Collectors 
Induced Draft Fans 
Bag house 
Forced Draft Fans 
Pumps 
Water Softeners 
Pneumatic Ash System 
Mechanical Ash System 
Truck Dumper 
Scales 
Conveyors 
Metal Remover 
Hog 
Classifier 
Reclaimer 
Silo Unloader - Wood 
Coal Handling System 
Metal·Detector 
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JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY 

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS 

E. Keeler Co. Type MKB 
Detroit Stoker Co. - Rotograte 
Detroit Stoker Co. - Swing Spout 
Faber 
Bailey Controls Co. 
Bailey Controls Co. 
Ken tube 
Zurn 
Zurn 
Zurn 
Chicago 
Worthington 
Permutit 
Detroit Stoker Co. 
Mechanical Power Co. 
Kewanee 
Howe-Richardson 
Nance Corporation 
Eriez 
Jacksonville 
Roder - Disc Screen 
Gemco 
Weiss 
Fairfield Engineering 
Oretronics 
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FIRING FACE BRICK WITH SAWDUST 

Introduction 

Vernon Moore 
Pine Hall Brick 

Madison, North Carolina 

In June of 1978 Pine Hall Brick began considering the possible 
conversion of two or our four tunnel kilns to solid fuel. The reasons 
this conversion was being considered were: 

Number one was the continuing increase in the price of natural 
gas and propane. 

Secondly, the fear that the government would cut us completely 
off of natural gas. 

Finally, we at Pine Hall had visited several solid fuel brick 
plants. These plants were burning either coal or wood residue 
successfully. 

After making the decision to convert to solid fuel, we had to 
decide which type solid fuel to burn. Based on our visits to different 
plants, our first choice was sawdust. The factors that influenced this 
decision were the cost of sawdust and the ash content of wood residue. 

Procurement of Sawdust 

After deciding that we would rather burn sawdust than coal, we had 
to determine if there was enough sawdust in the area to support the 
operation. Our search for sawdust started with two publications: 

Forest Products Directory -- Published by VPI 

N.C. Wood and Bark Residue -- Published by N.C. State University 

With the help of these two publications, we compiled a list of 15 to 20 
companies with wood residue for sale. All these companies were located 
within 50 miles of our plant. After visiting these companies, we were 
convinced that there was enough wood residue for sale to fulfill our 
requirements of 100 green tons a day. Pine Hall then signed an agree-
ment to purchase a complete sawdust system from the Killer Corporation 
in August of 1978. 

After commiting to convert to sawdust, Pine Hall began seeking firm 
contracts for the purchase of sawdust. It was our desire to sign 
contracts of up to five years in length. The resulting price of the 
sawdust and terms of the contracts can be summarized as follows: 
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The contracts vary in length from oen to five years. However, some 
suppliers were not interested in a contract, but these people 
agreed to sell sawdust on a need basis. 

The price we agreed to pay was based on distance from our plant: 

0 - 20 miles $5.00 
21 - 30 miles 5.50 
31 - 40 miles 6.00 
41 - 50 miles 6.50 
51 - 60 miles 7.00 

Each contract contained an escalator clause based on the CPI. As 
a result, these prices have increased 14.2 percent. 

Sawdust as a Fuel 

Before I describe the actual sawdust system, I would like to address 
briefly how we as a user of wood residue, view sawdust as a fuel. 

First, sawdust is a clean fuel when proper burning technology is 
employed. Also, sawdust has a low ash content, less than two percent. 

Secondly, sawdust is a relatively inexpensive fuel, not a cheap 
fuel. Natural gas in 1975 was cheaper than sawdust in 1979. However, 
for sawdust to be a competitive solid fuel, the user must be close to 
the source. Once you start exceeding distances of over 80 miles, other 
fuels -- such as coal or pelletize wood -- become cost competitive. 

The biggest disadvantage is that sawdust is similar to crude oil. 
No one can burn crude oil in their automobile; likewise, sawdust straight 
from the mill does not lend itself to iIIIlllediate use. In order to burn 
sawdust, you must do the following: 

First, the material must be sized. In our case, 90 percent of our 
fuel is minus 5/16" in diameter. 

Secondly, since sawdust is about 40 percent moisture, it must be 
dried. For our purposes we dry the material to between 10 and 12 
percent moisture content. This is on a wet basis. 

It has been our experience that to do a good job of burning sawdust, 
the initial cost will require approximately 1-1/2 times the capital 
investment of a coal or pelletize wood system. 

The Sawdust Firing System 

On May 15 the sawdust system was complete. Figure 1 is an overall 
view of the material handling system. 

l 
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Figure 2 is a trailer of sawdust being unloaded by the hydraulic 
dumper. This receiving station was designed to unload an 18 to 20 ton 
trailer in 30 minutes. However, due to problems with grinding and 
screening, average turnaround time is 45 minutes to one hour. For this 
reason, we found it necessary to buy our own trailers. This allows the 
supplier to bring in his loaded trailer and pick up our empty trailer. 

In Figure 3 are the drag chains that pull the sawdust from the 
trailer dump hopper . 

The sawdust is moved by belt conveyor to the scalping screen. At 
this point the material that is plus 2" is removed. Also, at this point 
a magnetic head pulley separates out the metal. 

After the sawdust is cleaned, it is then screened and ground. The 
incoming sawdust is divided and then fed over two young screens. These 
screens are equipped with a screen plate that has 5/16" openings. 

The screens have a circular motion. As shown in Figure 4, this 
motion is employed so that the cubic particles will pass through the 
openings, but the long "sticks" will be carried to the feed chute of 
the hammer mill that is located at the discharge of each screen. Each 
prater hammer mill is driven by a 100 hp motor and has 1/2" drilled 
plates for sizing. 

After sizing, the sawdust is ready for storage. The sawdust is 
moved by multi-flow conveyor to one of the two 25' x 70' concrete stave 
silos. Each silo contains raw fuel for 4 days' operation when full. 

Figure 5 is the ladig unloader that removes the sawdust from the 
silo. It is a single auger system that runs around on a track in the 
bottom of the silo. This ladig system has worked perfectly since its 
installation. In this application, you would be advised to try and get 
the best system that is on the market. 

From the silos, the sawdust is moved by bucket elevator and multi-
flow conveyor to the dryer surge hopper. 

Figure 6 is a view of the fluid energy dryer and burner package. 
This dryer is a flash dryer. 

Sawdust enters the dryer from the screw conveyor on the left. The 
hot gases enter the unit from the nozzles on the bottom of the dryer 
loop. The centrifugal force keeps the wet sawdust on the outside of 
the loop. As the sawdust dries, the lighter particles move to the 
inside of the loop, and when they reach the correct moisture content, 
they exit at the inside of the loop. By increasing the dryer temperature, 
the material can be dried from 0 percent to any level of moisture content. 
The advantages of this unit are: 

Maintenance -- No moving parts 
Even moisture content over range of particle sizes 
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The sawdust is carried from the dryer by the burner combustion air 
to the cyclone on top of the dry storage tank. This tank contains 4 
to 6 hours of dry sawdust. 

The sawdust is now ready for burning. Simply stated, the sawdust 
is blown into the kiln for burning. The feed system for the kilns is 
a closed loop system. The sawdust is continuously passed over each 
feeder chute by means of screw conveyors. The excess material is 
returned to the dry storage tank. 

The burner package consists of two parts. The feeder uses an 
auger to feed dry sawdust into an air stream that carries sawdust to 
the distributor. 

The second part of the burner is the distributor shown in Figure 7. 
The top hose brings the sawdust and air into the distributor. The 
second large hose is secondary air. Each distributor feeds twelve 
burners, and there are six distributors per kiln. The distributor is 
a double yoke type. The sawdust enters at the top, splits and feeds 
two burners at once. The yoke rotates at the rate of one revolution 
every 7.5 seconds. 

The two holes in the plate are to allow a blast of secondary air 
to help purge the burner lines. The rotation of the yoke shown in 
Figure 8 creates a pulsing feed of fuel to the individual burners. 

Problems 

The first and perhaps most difficult problem with wet sawdust is 
the material handling system. Our system was designed to unload, size, 
and deliver 30 tph of sawdust to the silos for storage. This tonnage 
would allow this operation to be· a 5-day, one-shift operation. Presently, 
the system is averaging 25 tph. Furthermore, with the approach of winter 
and the expected increase in moisture content of the sawdust, we expect 
this output to decrease. In addition to moisture content, the type of 
sawdust affects equipment capacity. For example, pine sawdust can be 
delivered to the silos at 30-33 tph. However, a load of stringy poplar 
sawdust may feed only at the rate of 15-18 tons/hour. For these reasons, 
it appears that equipment to handle wet sawdust must be oversized in 
order to do the job. 

A second problem with sawdust is the grindability of the wood. 

Figure 9 shows the sawdust as it is received. 

Figure 10 is a sample of the material that has passed through the 
screens. Notice that the particles are mostly cubic in shape. 

If you remember the slide of the sticks going into the hannner mill, 
this is what they look like after they are ground. Notice that the 
sticks did not really grind up; they simply became a mass of strings. 
These strings are ideal for packing, bridging and plugging distribution 
lines. 

• 
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Another problem with sawdust is the selection of proper conveying 
equipment. Figure 11 is a multi-flow conveyor -- an impressive-looking 
piece of equipment. It appeared to us to be the ideal means of moving 
sawdust. 

Figure 12 is a slide of a multi-flow conveyor four months later. 

Notice the bent flights in this slide. The problem centers around 
chain stretch. To keep up with this stretching requires constant 
checking. If not caught in time, the result is bent flights and broken 
chains. 

Summary 

As you have seen, we have had some successes and some problems with 
sawdust. However, we are convinced that sawdust is a feasible alternative 
to the rising cost of natural gas. However, it is cost competitive 
only if the supplier is close to the user. And there are many questions 
concerning the handling, sizing, and burning of sawdust that must be 
answered. Pine Hall feels that these questions can be answered by the 
continued use of sawdust as a fuel • 
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 

Figure 6 
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AIR POLLUTION CONTROL REGULATIONS 

John M. Daniel, Jr. 
State Air Pollution Control Board 

Richmond, Virginia 

At the outset, I would like to tell you what many people might describe 
as one of the three biggest lies in the world: that is, "I am from the State 
Air Pollution Control Board and I am here to help you." 

Seriously, though, there are environmental requirements that must be 
met in order to comply with the Air Pollution Control Law of Virginia and the 
Clean Air Act and we feel that it is our function to work with you in 
assuring that the facility that you plan to build or install will meet these 
requirements. It is, certainly, not our function to throw up road blocks 
in your path. 

For ease of administration, Virginia is divided into seven air quality 
control regions. There is a regional office located in each region and 
each office contains a regional director and regional engineer who are 
willing to sit down with you at any time to review your plans to see if 
a permit is needed, and, if so, to assist you in preparing the necessary 
application forms. For your convenience, we are listing the name, location, 
and telephone number of each of our Regional Offices (See Table 1). 

It is not our function to specify the type of equipment that you should 
use in any application; but we will evaluate your proposal to see if we feel 
it could meet our emission limitations. It has been the policy of the Board 
to leave the method of compliance with our standards up to the individual 
source. Certainly, the individual source is in a better position to know 
what is the most appropriate choice for him to make. 

There are two types of Air Pollution Permits that may be needed. One 
is the State permit and the second is a Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration (PSD) permit that currently is being issued by EPA. A PSD 
permit is needed if emissions are above a certain amount and we will dis-
cuss this a little later. 

A State permit may take as long as 90 days to process. This includes 
a public hearing with 30 days prior notice published in a newspaper of 
general circulation in the area where the source will locate. The permit 
request should be submitted to the Regional Office. The Regional Office 
will review the request and make the necessary engineering evaluation 
and make their recommendations to the Richmond office. The Richmond office 
reviews what the regions have done and if we agree, we will authorize the 
public hearing. Depending ov• the comments, if any, that are received at 
the hearing, we may need additional time after the hearing to answer 
questions that have been raised. Frequently, we can process a permit in 
as low as 45 days, but it could take up to 90 days. 

, 
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Before looking at the specific emission requirements from the State 
Air Pollution Control Board, let's take a look at typical fuel costs per 
million BTU in Table 2 which illustrates very clearly why wood should be 
given serious consideration. 

It should also be noted that wood normally is locally produced and 
aids the local economy as opposed to oil, which must be imported into Virginia. 

Another obvious advantage of wood from an air pollution standpoint is 
the fact that there are less emissions from wood burning generally than 
there are from coal, for example. Sulfur oxide emissions from wood are very 
low and the following table compares wood emissions with those of other 
fuels. Obviously, natural gas is the cleanest of all. These are listed 
in Table 3. 

Now, let's look at some of the advantages and disadvantages of wood 
as a fuel. We have already discussed the cost advantage but some of the 
environmental advantages are equally as important and these are: 

1. Wood is a naturally renewable source of energy. 

2. Wood firing reduces disposal problems, prolongs landfill life, 
and reduces forest and landfill fire hazards. 

3. Wood firing can be less polluting than coal or oil. Another 
consideration is that wood's worst emission, particulate and 
NOx, are those most easily controlled, although it is unlikely 
that NOx could be reduced greatly. 

The disadvantages of wood are as follows: 

1. Obtaining a reliable supply of wood can be a major obstacle 
for smaller users. Many woodworking plants which produce 
a surplus of woodwaste in the warmer months have no such sur-
plus in the colder months. Also, winter weather may hamper 
harvesting. 

2. Because of its low density, high moisture content, and low 
heating value, it is not usually economical to ship wood over 
long distances. 

3. Storage of wood can also present problems . 

a. low density requires large storage volume, 
b. wood should be protected from weather to reduce 

moisture content, 
c. large storage piles may be subject to decomposition 

and excessive packing of wood chips, and may become 
a source of fugitive dust. 

d. fire either from outside causes or spontaneous 
combustion can be a significant hazard. 

2 To overcome these drawbacks, some industries have built large (10,000 
ft. or more) storage sheds for chips and dust. Others have investigated 
storage buildings for wood blocks and other large scraps, but have con-
cluded that the tendency for these large pieces to lock together and bridge 
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makes this method unfeasible. As long as the storage pile is protected 
from rain (to reduce spontaneous combustion) and wind (to reduce fugitive 
emissions), these storage piles have been successful. 

4. Not only can wood storage present a fire hazard, the threat 
of explosion exists where fine wood dust is suspended in the air, 
either in a pneumatic transfer system, storage bin, or air 
pollution control device. The firing of fine wood dust into 
boilers can cause interal boiler explosions and backfires into 
the feed system if not properly controlled. One large woodwaste 
boiler suffered extensive damage when the operator first let the 
fire go out and in his haste to correct his error, fed a large 
slug of fine dust into the smoldering furnace. 

The main approach to reducing the hazard of explosion is to prevent 
an ignition source from reaching a dusty area. This involves care on the 
part of plant operators to see that pieces of metal are kept out of wood 
hogs and the dust collection and moving system. Some plants have installed 
spark sensors in ductwork and explosion suppression systems. Others rely 
on explosion dampers and blow-out panels. 

Since visible emissions and particulate emissions are the two biggest 
problems at the moment that we must deal with in wood burning operations, 
let's spend a little time discussing these. The Virginia regulation on 
visible emission says in part: 

"No owner or other person shall cause to be discharged into the 
atmosphere from any affected facility any emissions which exhibit 
greater than 20 percent opacity, except for one six-minute period 
in any one hour of not more than 60 percent opacity. Failure 
to meet the requirements of this section solely because of the 
presence of uncombined water shall not be a violation of this 
section." 

Automatic fuel feed and controls that modulate both the fuel and com-
bustion air supply are important factors. Uniform fuel properties, such 
as, moisture and particle size also enhance combustion control. Compliance 
with the visible emission standard is best achieved by good combustion 
control. Much as an automobile exhaust can indicate combution problems, 
so can observation of a boiler stack. Intermittant black puffs of smoke 
usually indicate uneven or slug firing that results in excessive fuel 
for the available air supply. This overly "rich" mixture results in 
unburned carbon going up the stack. A white smoke plume is not any 
"cleaner" than a black plume and indicates too much air in the furnace, 
too "lean" a mixture. This excess air cools the furnace and produces 
emissions of unburned volatiles that form the white mist. 

In cooperation with VPI & SU, the State Air Pollution Control Board 
conducts a smoke school in various parts of the state twice a year. If 
any of you care to become qualified smoke readers, please contract one of 
our Regional Offices to learn the times and locations. 
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For particulate emissions, more air pollution control equipment will 
be needed. In Virginia, the emission standard for particulates can be 
calculated from Table 4. 

With the exception of small, well-operated dutch oven boilers fired 
with veneer waste, most wood-fired boilers require the installation of 
control devices in order to comply with the particulate emission standards. 
Typically, the control device used is a multiclone which is an inexpensive 
reliable, and maintenance-free device. For facilities equipped with large 
fuel burning capacities, the allowable emissions are considerably less and 
may require a more efficient control device than the multiclone. 

Several different types of particulate control devices have been used. 
These are listed in Table 5. 

The choice of the collection device for your particular situation will 
depend on reconunendations from your engineering staffs or consultants. Our 
engineers tell me that although multicyclones are connnonly used to control 
excessive particulate emissions from wood fired boilers, they contribute 
little to boiler efficiency (Some increased efficiency can be realized 
by reinjecting captured flyash, but this procedure may increase emissions 
by 20 - 100%), and may even upset air flow control. A properly designed 
and operated wood fired boiler may not need such controls. If the emission 
rate given in Table 3 can be achieved, SAPCB standards can be met through-
out most of the State b6 existing "uncontrolled" boilers burning dry wood 
chips at up to 128 x 10 BTU/hr. input. (Larger boilers would require some 
control device, such as a multicyclone.) Because new or modified boilers, 
and those located in densely populated Northern Virginia, are expected to 
be more effectively controlled, multicyclones capable of 80 percent flyash 
removal are typically employed. Such a facility burning fine, dry wood 
chips could result in an emission rate of 0.06 lb./106 BTU which would 
satisfy present industrial boiler NSPS and possible BACT requirements 
under PSD. 

Combustion boilers for burning coal and wood are especially trouble-
some. For example: In older burners set up to burn coal and wood, 
secondary air is often injected under the grates. While this approach 
is fine for coal boilers, experience has shown that overfire air is more 
suitable for wood fired boilers. For this reason, the simultaneous burning 
of wood and coal is extremely difficult from an air pollution control 
standpoint. A breakdown of coal and wood can show why. A typical sample 
of coal may consist of 30 percent volatile matter, 60 percent fixed carbon, 
and 10 percent ash. As the coal burns, the volatiles are released and 
oxidized by the overfire air. To promote combustion of the fixed carbon, 
the coal must be continually "scrubbed" by underfire air to remove the non-
combustible ash. One suggested air supply ratio is 15 percent overfire/ 
85 percent underfire. On the other hand, wood has a relatively high (75 
percent) volatile content, lower (25 percent) fixed carbon, and little 
(0.5 percent) ash. Because of wood's higher volatile content, proportionately 
more overfire air is needed. Where the wood fuel is dry and finely ground, 
it can be burned in suspension using 100 percent overfire air. When damper, 
larger wood chunks are burned on grates, a ratio of 30 percent underfire/ 
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70 percent overfire air is collUilon in new installations. In these newer 
boilers set up to burn wood exclusively, many are constructed without grates. 
Air is injected through a manifold in the furnace sides or bridgewall; 
some place air jets in the furnace corners to induce a cyclonic flow which 
keeps wood particles in suspension while increasing residence time. 

Probably the most important factor in meeting SAPCB standards is the 
boiler operator. Even the best equipped boiler plant can become a public 
nuisance if not properly maintained and operated. Considering the invest-
ment in equipment and fuel, it only seems prudent to hire and train capable 
operators. 

Thus far, we have talked only about the Air Board regulations. While 
you may not be in total agreement, that is the easy part. Now, let's talk 
for a few minutes about Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD). The 
Clean Air Act contains a requirement that for areas where ambient air 
quality levels are better than the standard, precautions be taken to keep 
air in these areas from being degraded. In the Act, Congress listed 28 
specific types of sources which must go through a PSD review if they emit, 
after controls, 100 tons per year of any criteria pollutant. (Particulates, 
sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide). In addition, 
any other source that would emit 250 tons per year after controls must go 
through this same review. 

The emissions agove are for a brand new source. However, if you modify 
an existing source, the emission limits that trigger a PSD reveiw are much 
lower. These emission levels are shown in Table 6. 

There is some discussion of polycylic organic matter (POM) and 
polynuclear aromatic compounds (PAR or PNA) in wood burning; but more study 
is needed before we truly understand the extent of the problem. Therefore, 
I'll only mention it in passing and get on to discussing some of the 
ramifications of PSD. 

Since particulate matter and NOx emissions are the major pollutants 
from wood burning, let's talk about the size that might trigger PSD review 
for a new facility. NOx emissions would probably be the triggering 
pollutant since particulates can be pretty well controlled. Controlled 
emissions of 250 tons/year is the cutoff for wood fired boilers. Table 7 
illustrates this. 

For a new modification to an existing facility, the cutoff sizes are 
even smaller. This is illustrated in Table 8 and 9. 

EPA finalized the PSD regulations on August 7, 1980 and no one, 
including EPA at this point, has a total understanding of what will be 
required. Within the next couple of months, we will be attending work-
shops with EPA on the PSD rules because EPA is very anxious for the States 
to take over the program. My advice to you at this point would be to talk 
to us as soon as possible about a particular project that you have in mind 

J 
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so that we can help you determine whether a PSD review is necessary. If 
at all possible, we will urge you to avoid PSD size units because under the 
current regulations, an air quality analysis is necessary and this analysis 
may require as much as one year of air quality monitoring at the site 
where you wish to locate before a permit application is complete. This 
monitoring would include measuring for all of the criteria pollutants 
at the site if the emissions are above the "De Minimus" levels and also the 
installation of a weather tower to measure wind speed and direction 
continuously for one year • 

My Dad taught American History and Government for many years and one 
of his favorite expressions was "Tax avoidance is legal; tax evasion is 
illegal." If at all possible, do everything you can to avoid PSD review. 
That is legal! The entire PSD program is highly suspect since it requires 
mathematical models to predict air pollution impact. These models could 
have errors of as much as 100 percent. The same goal of protecting clean 
air in our opinion could be achieved by requiring Best Available Control 
Technology on new sources and Reasonable Available Control Technology for 
existing sources. 

In closing, let me assure you that members of the Air Board staff 
want to work with you to make sure that any facility that you put in will 
meet the necessary air pollution requirements. We urge you again to contact 
either our Regional Offices of our Main Office in Richmond whenever you 
are far enough along to discuss a proposed project • 
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Table 1 

Location of State Air Pollution Control Board 
Regional Offices 

Region 

#1 Southwest VA. 

#II Valley of VA. 

#III Central Region 

#IV Northeastern 
Virginia 

JIV State Capital 

#VI Hampton Roads 

#VII Northern VA. 

Regional Directors 

Michael D. Overstreet 

Donald L. Shepherd 

William W. Parks 

Ramon P. Minx 

Henry A. Moss 

Lucien B. McDonald 

John C. Doherty 

Address 

121 Russell Road 
Abingdon, VA 24210 
(703) 628-7841 

Suite A, 
5338 Peters Creek Rd. 
Roanoke, VA 24019 
(703) 982-7328 

7701-03 Timberlake Rd. 
Lynchburg, VA 24502 
(804) 528-6641 

107-B Butler Road 
Fredericksburg, VA 22401 
(703) 899-4165 

2112 Spencer Rd. 
Richmond, VA 23230 
(804) 281-9305 

Pembroke Office Park 
Pembroke IV - Suite 409 
Virginia Beach, VA 23462 
(804) 499-6845 

The American Bldg. 
Suite 130 
7535 Little River TNPK 
Annandale, VA 22003 

• 
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Table 2 

"Typical" Fuel Cost Per Million BTU 

Fuel 

Wood/Bark (3800 BTU/lb) 
Coal (13,000 BTU/lb) 3 
Natural Gas (1,000 BTU/ft. ) 
Oil (Residual, 150,000 BTU/gal.) 
Oil (Distillate, 140,000 BTU/gal.) 

Table 3 

$106 BTU 

0.98 
1.60 
2.90 
3.57 
5.91 

Emissions in Pounds Per Million BTU* 

Fuel Part. so2 co 

Wood (0.5% ash, 7% moisture, 0.31 0.09 0.12 
8,000 BTU/lb) 

Wood/Bark (50% moisture, 3.33 0.17 0.22 
4,500 BTU/lb) 

Bark (70% moisture, 6.58 0.19 0.26 
3,800 BTU/lb) 

Coal (1.0% S, 10% ash, 
13,000 BTU/lb) 
(spreader stoker, 10- 5.00 1.46 0.08 
lOOx106 BTU/hr.) 

Oil (Distillate, 2.5% S, 0.01 0.30 0.04 
140,000 BTU/gal) 

Oil (#6 Residual, 2.5% S, 0.19 2.64 0.04 
150,000 BTU/gal) 

Natural Gas (1,000 BTU/ft3) 0.01 0.00 0.02 

HC 

0.12 

0.22 

0.26 

0.04 

0.01 

0.01 

0.00 

*Calculated from AP 42 emission factor book published by EPA. 

NOx 

0.62 

1.11 

1. 32 

0.58 

0.16 

0.40 

0.2 
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Table 4 

Particulates (Ex~sting) 

6 10 BTU Input/Hr. Emission Factor lbs/106 BTU 

0.1 to 10 0.6 

10 to 10,000 E = l.0906H-0. 2594 

over 10,000 0.1 

Table 5 

Collection Efficiency 

A. Multiple Cyclones 80 - 90 Percent 

B. Wet Scrubbers 90 - 95 Percent 

C. Ventrui Scrubbers 92 - 97 Percent 

D. Bag Houses 99 Plus Percent 

E. Electrostatic precipitators 97 - 99 Plus Percent 
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Table 6 

Significant Emission Rates 

Pollutant 

Carbon Monoxide 

Nitrogen Oxides 

Sulfur Dioxide 

Particulate Matter 

Ozone: Of Volatile Organic Compounds 

Lead 

Asbestos 

Beryllium 

Mercury 

Vinyl Chloride 

Fluorides 

Sulfuric Acid Mist 

Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) 

Total Reduced Sulfur (Including H2S) 

Reduced Sulfur Compounds (Including H2S) 

Rate (Tons Per Year) 

100 

40 

40 

25 

40 

0.6 

0.007 

0.0004 

0.1 

1 

3 

7 

10 

10 

10 



Operating Schedule 

1 - 8 hour shift/ 
5 day wk. 

2 - 8 hour shifts/ 
5 day wk. 

3 - 8 hour shifts/ 
5 day wk. 

3 - 8 hour shifts/ 
7 day wk. 

Table 7 

NOx PSD Size Cut Off Based on New Facility 

BASIS: 

Number 
Operating 
Hours/Yr 

2,080 

4,160 

6,240 

8,760 

NOx Emissions @ 250 tons/year 
NOx Emission Factors: 6 
A. Wood - 0.62 lbs/10 BTU 
B. Wood/Bark - 1.11 lbs/106 BTU 
C. Bark - 1.32 lbs/106 BTU 

NOx 
Fuel BurninB Equipment 
Size in 10 BTU/Hour 

Emissions 
Lbs/Hr Wood Wood/Bark 

240 387 216 

120 193 108 

80 129 72 

57 92 51 

.. 

Bark 

182 
I-' w 
0 

91 

61 

$11 



.. 

Operating Schedule 

1 - 8 hr. shift 
5 day wk 

2 - 8 hr shifts/ 
5 day wk 

3 - 8 hr shifts/ 
5 day wk 

3 - 8 hr shifts/ 
7 day wk 

• 

Table 8 

Particulate PSD Size Cut Off 
Based on Modification to Existing Facility 

BASIS: 

Number 
Operating 
Hours/Yr 

2,080 

4,160 

6,240 

8,760 

Particulate Emissions @ 25 Tons/Year 
Particulate Emission Factors: 
A. Wood - 0.31 lbs/106 BTU (No controls) 
B. Wood/Bark - 3.33 lbs/106 BTU (No controls) 
C. Bark - 6.58 lbs/106 BTU (No controls) 6 

with 80 percent control - 1.32 lbs/10 BTU 

NOx Fuel Burning6Equipment 
Emissions Size in 10 BTU/Hour 

Lbs/Hr Wood Wood/Bark 

24 77.4 35.8 

12 38.7 17 .9 

8 25.8 11.9 

5.7 18.4 8.5 

Bark 

18.2 
...... w ...... 

9.1 

6.1 

4.3 



Operating Schedule 

1 - 8 hr shift 
5 day wk 

2 8 hr shifts/ 
5 day wk 

3 .,.. 8 hr shifts/ 
5 day wk 

3 - 8 hr shifts/ 
7 day wk 

.. 

Table 9 

NOx PSD Size Cut Off Based 
On Modification to Existing Facility 

BASIS: 

Number 
Operating 
Hours/Yr 

2,080 

4,160 

6,240 

8,760 

NOx Emission @ 40 Tons/Yr 
NOx Emission Factors: 6 
A. Wood - 0.62 lbs/10 BTU 6 
B. Wood/Bark - 1.11 lbs/10 BTU 
C. Bark - 1.32 lbs/106 BTU 

NOx Fuel Burning Equipment 
Size in 106 BTU/Hour Emissions 

Lbs/Hr Wood Wood/Bark 

38.46 62 34.6 

19.23 31 17.3 

12.82 20.7 11.5 

9.13 14.7 8.2 

.. • 

Bark 

29.1 
1--' 
VJ 
N 

14.6 

9.7 

6.9 
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CONSIDERATIONS IN CONTROLLING EMISSIONS FROM BARK-FIRED BOILERS 

John S. Alcorn, Jr. 
Zurn Air Systems Division 

Birmingham, Alabama 

The effectiveness of every wood waste, emission control system is 
a function of the proper selection of pollution control products and 
the level of maintenance given the system. Applicable pollution control 
equipment includes a primary collector of the mechanical variety and a 
secondary collector being a wet_ scrubber or a fabric filter. System 
maintenance involves every aspect of the fuel handling system, both 
before and after the boiler furnace. The advantages of wood waste as a 
fuel can be recognized only when the entire system is designed and 
operating properly. 

The cyclone or multi-tube mechanical collector has long been the 
primary and final collection device for wood waste, particularly when 
mixed with varying amounts of oil and/or coal. The present pollution 
control codes make it extremely difficult to achieve compliance with 
this type device alone; however, it is widely used today as a precleaner 
before a secondary control device. This is frequently reviewed to 
determine its necessity. We would say a primary collector is needed only 
if the fly ash loading exceeds 15 Grs./Cu.Ft. Special construction such 
as heavy-duty hopper discharge equipment, special airtight inspection 
ports, and cast iron access doors is frequently advisable when applying 
this type collection device on bark. 

Special attention is given to making the unit completely airtight 
to prevent any infiltration of oxygen. Allowing oxygen to enter the 
collector system would immediately support a smoldering or latent 
combustion situation and particularly since some combinations of bark are 
exothermic; it takes very little oxygen to turn the relatively passive 
bark fire into a towering inferno. Oxygen may be added to the system by 
the opening of hopper ports, opening of inspection doors, or through any 
type of casing puncture. Mnay fatalities have occurred when careless 
operators have opened hopper access doors and unwillingly set off a small 
explosion of incandescent, untra-fine fuel. The problem is only related 
to dry collection procedures since the wet collector eliminates this 
hazard. 

Occasionally, it is advisable to use the hopper evacuation route 
that actually puts the hopper under a higher negative pressure than the 
upper section of the collector, thus inducing down-flow into the hopper 
and out of the collector into a separate control device which is 
frequently a wet scrubber. This air volume usually represents no more 
than 15 percent of the total volume handled by the system; occasionally, 
10 percent is adequate. By use of this method, improved performance may 
be achieved; thus eliminating the need for additional dust and fume 
control equipment. 
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The most widely used secondary control equipment for wood waste 
fired boilers is the wet scrubber. Wet scrubbers are generally the 
venturi type, frequently fixed throat; however, the variable throat, 
center cone or plumb bob type venturi boast the advantage of allowing 
ease of turndown to maintain constant pressure drop at varying boiler 
loads. Frequently, as much as 80 percent turndown can be achieved while 
maintaining the same collection efficiencies as at 100 percent of design 
capacity. Typical pressure drops through the scrubbers range from 8" 
to 20" water guage, depending upon the character of the fly ash, whether 
a precleaner is used, the dust loading itself and by the type bark fired, 
whether it is bark exclusively or a mixture of bark and a supplementary 
fuel. These all have bearing on the final decision of the system. 

Fabric filtration on wood waste applications is achieved by either 
the reverse air or the pulse jet units. Both units will require an 
arrangement wherein the fan is on the dirty air side blowing into the 
filter compartment, thus preventing an infiltration of oxygen, again, to 
alleviate any potential fire problems. The hoppers beneath the collector 
should not be used for storage. The fly ash must be irmnediately removed 
and, if it is not, the potential risk of fire is always present. 

Generally, cloth ratios, i.e., actual cubic feet per minute per 
square foot of filter media, for the reverse air units should not exceed 
2:1 with one compartment out of service for cleaning. This ratio is 
referred to as the net cloth area as opposed to the gross cloth ratio 
which would be calculated taking into account all compartments available 
for operation. The reverse air unit requires conditioned reverse air, 
i.e., taking the products of combustion and using them for their reverse 
air source to prevent any excess oxygen entering the system. 

The Reverse Air Clean Baghouse, regardless of bag diameter, will have 
about the same filter media life which should be something in excess of 
two years. The life span of Reverse Air clean filter tube is largely 
related to the number of times the unit goes through the start-up cycle, 
secondly, the frequency of cleaning, and, thirdly, any over-temperature 
excursions beyond 550°F. Also, since the lubrication of the filter 
strands is extremely important, the higher temperature at which the unit 
operates, the more rapid the volatilization of the lubricant will occur. 
A comfortable temperature range for the glass fabric filter is 400°F. 
This temperature is enough above the acid dew point, even though acid 
does not affect glass, yet not too hot to cause release of the lubricant 
which is chemically bonded to the glass during manufacturing. 

The Pulse Jet equipment would have a maximum net ratio of 5:1, but 
preferably in the range of 4/4 1/2:1. Pulse cleaning is extremely rapid 
and provides a variance in static pressure which the fan will see; hence, 
the boiler control should be accordingly considered in setting up for 
any fewer than four (4) compartments, or 25 percent out of service 
during the cleaning. 

• 

• 
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Life span of filter media in Pulse Jet equipment rarely runs more 
than one year of service without bag failure. The principal reason for 
this failure is the slapping of the bag against the filter tube that 
causes early stress concentration at each point of the cage juncture. 
We reconnnend a 1/2" x 1/2" mesh cage to prevent such stress concentration. 
The tighter the bag is fit to the cage, the less premature wear will 
occur. 

The filter media for both types of baghouses should be siliconized 
graphite, Teflon coated, fiberglass bags, with a minimum of 10 percent 
Teflon wash coating to assure good dust release. Experimentation is 
underway with felted fiberglass for Pulse Jet equipment. The Teflon 
materials, while having a temperature capability of 4S0°F. continuous 
duty, is prohibitively expensive. Fiberglass bags are 1/5 the cost of 
the Teflon fabric. Teflon is used on a rare occasion when extremely 
unique chemical compounds are present which cause rapid deterioration of 
glass filter media. Obviously, this would include fluorides and strong 
bases. Unless we are considering a grass roots plant, frequently there 
is never enough space for adequate pollution control. This means 
compromising and shoehorning in required equipment. 

Fire protection and sprinkler systems in the hopper and the housing 
is worth consideration. It is doubtful that the filter bags can be 
saved, but the housing and its appurtenances can be protected from heat 
deformation in the event of a fire. We do know of several installations 
that are using a dry chemical; some have used the so-called dry water 
system wherein a head of compressed air is maintained between the nozzle 
and the water supply. As soon as the temperature gets to an appropriate 
level, pressure is released and the water flows innnediately through the 
lines. 

The purpose of this is to prevent any problems of freezing during 
the winter months; hence, all the piping system is empty. There is 
nothing in it but compressed air holding the water back. Another choice 
is to use carbon dioxide which is a little more expensive than the dry 
chemical, but extremely effective. 

Generally, maintenance for the first month of operation includes 
recording pressure, temperature, and dust loadings on charts that should 
be made available for the plants' and vendors' engineers. Fan bearings 
should be checked both for temperature and vibration; the alignment of the 
motor, coupling and fan driven shaft should also be checked. Any undue, 
unbalanced condition should be noted and corrected innnediately • 

This discussion is a broad introduction to the considerations in 
controlling emissions of ·hark fired boilers. Of course, we have not 
touched on every problem to have ever been faced by a wood waste steam 
facility. I trust the considtent underlying principles have been clearly 
set forth in your mind. In the event they have not, I would entertain 
any questions you may have. 
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APPENDIX I 

List of Registered Conference Attendees 

Adolph Coor Company 
Department #309 
Golden, CO 80401 

William F. Moses 
Director, Corporate Real Estate 

Aileen, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 248 
Edinburg, VA 22824 

C. W. Lillard 
Vice President 

Jake Alexander Wood Yard 
Fork Union, VA 23055 

Jake Alexander 

Augusta Lumber & Supply Co. 
P. O. Box 68 
North Garden, VA 22959 

Howard Carr 
Vice President 

B. C. Wood Products, Inc. 
104 N. Leadbetter Road 
Ashland, VA 23005 

Joe Kennedy 
Sales Executive 

Bear Island Paper Co. 
P. O. Box 2119 
Ashland, VA 23005 

Joseph R. Womble 
Asst. Woodlands Mgr. 

B & H Millwork, Inc. 
P. O. Box 5314 
Falmouth, VA 22401 

Steven A. Helms 

Biosys Corporation 
8150 Leesburg Pike 
Suite 600 
Vienna, VA 22180 

Charles W. Vail 
President 

Brunswick Box Co., Inc. 
P. O. Box 7 
Lawrenceville, VA 23868 

Charles P. Lucy 
President 

Brunswick Box 
P. 0. Box 173 
Lawrenceville, VA 23868 

Stephen Wagner 
Forester 

Burlington Industries, Inc. 
P. O. Box 21207 
Greensboro, NC 27420 

John Alan Little 
Staff Engineer 

Frank Chervan, Inc. 
412 Jackson Street 
Bedford, VA 24523 

Richard Terrill 
Asst. General Manager 

City of Danville Electric Dept. 
P. O. Box 3308 
Danville, VA 24541 

Edgar O. Jarvis 
Electric Plant Sup. 

Clemson University 
Clemson, SC 29631 

Dr. Robert A. Harris 
Asst. Prof. Forest Products 

Continental Forest Industries 
P. O. Box 1041 
Hopewell, VA 23860 

David C. Froggatt, Jr. 
Dist. Engineering & Devel. Forester 

Cumberland Forest Products 
P. O. Box 297 
Jonesville, VA 24263 

Mark Edens 
General Manager 

Engineering, Inc. 
41 Research Dr. 
Langley Research Park 
Hampton, VA 23666 

Dr. George W. Brooks 
Director, Research & Develop. 
Henry K. Berry 
President 

( 
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Environmental Protection Agency 
Mail Drop 62 
Res. Tri. Pk., NC 27612 

Michael C. Osborne 
Environmental Engineer 

Ernst & Whinney 
1225 Conn. Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20036 

Bruce Schock 
Manager 

Hampton Hardwood Corporation 
P. O. Box 5109 
Parkview Station 
Newport News, VA 23605 

Kaeld N. Jensen 
Consultant 

Laidig 
14535 Dragon Trail 
Mishawaka, IN 46544 

James R. Sink 

The Lane Co. 
P. 0. Box 189 
Rocky Mount, VA 24151 

Lewis D. Bowyer 
Plant Engineer 
James R. Pagans 
Project Engineer 

Lea Industries, Inc. 
P. O. Box 420 
Kenbridge, VA 23944 

Ken Hayman 
Facilities Engineer 

Lester Forest Products 
P. O. Box 4784 
Martinsville, VA 24112 

Tilden J. Lester 

Lumber Mfgs. Assoc. of Va., Inc. 
P. O. Box U 
Sandston, VA 23150 

J. R. "Randy" Bush 
Executive Director 
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Mann Lumber Co. 
Box L 
Athol, MA 01331 

Sid Mann 
President 

McGraw-Morgan, Inc. 
Power Plant Cons.truction 
800 Research Road 
Richmond, VA 23235 

Art McGraw 

Nettleton Real Estate, Inc. 
P. O. Box 431 
Covington, VA 24426 

Edward Haverlack 
Forester 

Pine Hall Brick 
Madison, NC 13402 

Vernon Moore 
Asst. Production Mgr. 

Poore Lumber Co. 
Rt. 1 
Louisa, VA 23093 

George Koneski 
Wayne Poore 
President 

Prillaman & Pace, Inc. 
P. O. Drawer 4667 
Martinsville, VA 24112 

Robert A. King 
Asst. Secy. 
James R. Wingfield 
Job Superintendent 

Pursley Enterprises 
Roanoke, VA 

T. L. Pursley 

South Anna Wood, Inc. 
P. O. Box 225 
Ashland, VA 23005 

John D. Gilman 
President 



State Air Pollution Control Board 
9th St. Office Building 
Richmond, VA 23219 

John M. Daniel, Jr. 
Asst. Exec. Director 

Ultrasystems, Inc. 
7926 Jones Branch Dr. 
McLean, VA 22102 

William J. Huff 
Director-Energy Systems 

Union Camp Corporation 
Franklin, VA 23851 

Richard L. Tawney 
Wood Residue Buyer 
Woodlands Division 

U.S. Forest Service 
Southeastern Area State & 

Private Forestry 
Jackson, MS 

A. B. Curtis 
Wood Energy Specialist 

Virginia Department of Agriculture 
203 N. Governor St. 
Richmond, VA 23219 

Ronald L. Whitehead 
Direct Marketing Agent 

Virginia Division of Forestry 
Box 3758 
Charlottesville, VA 22903 

Elvin D. Frame 
Supervisor-Forest Products 
W. Chuck Stanley 
Forest Resource Coordinator 
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Virginia Div. of Industrial Development 
1010 State Office Building 
Richmond, VA 23219 

Evelyn Marr Glazier 
Economist 
Edwin E. Holm 
Asst. Dir. for Planning 
William C. Robinson 
lndl. Services Rep. 

Virginia Fibre Corporation 
P. O. Box 339 
Amherst, VA 24521 

Thomas W. Marshall 
Asst. Wood Procurement Mgr. 

Virginia Log Co., Inc. 
P. 0. Box 29510 
Riclunond, VA 23229 

Eckart Groth 
Plant Engineer 

Virginia Off. of Emergency & Energy 
310 Turner Road 
Richmond, VA 23231 

Herbert Wheary 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University 

Blacksburg, VA 24061 
Robert Josipowich 
Research Associate 
Richard A. Kluender 
Research Associate 
Thomas W. Reisinger 
Instructor 
Mark C. Vodak 
Asst. Prof. Forestry 
Marshall S. White 
Assoc. Prof. Forest Products 

Virginia Solid Fuels, Inc. 
9244 Center Street 
Manassas, VA 22110 

Jack D. Warf 
President 
John J. Limbach 
General Manager 

Webster Brick Co., Inc. 
P. O. Box 12887 
Roanoke, VA 24029 

Walter M. Evans 
Chief Engineer 

.. 
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Wood Preservers, Inc. 
P. O. Box 145 
Warsaw, VA 22572 

William S. Clements 
Mgr. Wood Residues 

York Shipley, Inc. 
P. O. Box 349 
York, PA 17405 

John Holland 
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October 1, 1980 

12:00 - 1:00 

1:00 - 1:30 

1:00 - 2:15 

2:15 - 2:30 

2:30 - 3:15 

3:15 - 4:00 

October 2, 1980 

8:30 - 9:15 
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APPENDIX II 

CONFERENCE PROGRAM 

Registration 

Introduction 
William C. Robinson, Virginia Division of 
Industrial Development, Richmond, VA 

Keynote Address 
A. B. Curtis, U.S. Forest Service, Jackson, MS 
for The Honorable John Dalton, Governor, Co11llilon-
wealth of Virginia 

SESSION I - Wood Fuel 
Chuck Stanley, Virginia Division of Forestry, 
Charlottesville, VA Moderator 

Wood as a Fuel 
Marshall S. White, Associate Professor of 
Forest Products, Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University, Blacksburg, VA 

Break 

Availability of Forest Residues in Virginia 
Mark C. Vodak, Assistant Professor, Forestry, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, Blacksburg, VA 

Availability of Industrial Wood Residues in Virginia 
Elvin D. Frame, Virginia Division of Forestry, 
Charlottesville, VA 

Social Hour 

SESSION II - Procurement, Transportation, and 
Handling of Wood Fuel 

Randy Bush, LMA of Virginia, Inc. Richmond, VA 
Moderator 

Procurement of Forest Residue 
Richard A. Kluender. Deoartment of Forestry, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, Blacksburg, VA 

• 

1 
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9:15 - 10:00 

10:00 - 10:15 

10:15 - 11:00 

11:00 - 11:45 

11:45 - 1:00 

1:00 - 1:45 

1:45 - 2: 30 

2:30 - 3:00 

3:00 - 3:30 

3:30 - 4:15 

4:15 - 5:00 
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Procurement of Industrial Residues 
Steven A. Helms, B & H Millwork, Falmouth, VA 

Break 

Handling, Preparation, and Storage of Wood Fuels 
Thomas W. Reisinger, Department of Forestry, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Blacksburg, VA 

Potential for Utilizing Pelletized Wood Fuels 
T. L. Pursley, Pursley Enterprises, Roanoke, VA* 

Lunch 

SESSION III - Combustion Systems 
Herbert Wheary, Virginia Office of Emergency 
and Energy, Richmond, VA Moderator 

Survey of Different Combustion Systems 
Dr. Robert A. Harris, Assistant Professor of 
Forest Products, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 

Engineering a Wood Boiler System 
Art McGraw, McGraw-Morgan, Inc., Power Plant 
Construction, Richmond, VA 

Experiences with a Wood-Fired System - Operator 
Perspective 

Vernon Moore, Assistant Production Manager, 
Pine Hall Brick, Madison, NC 

Break 

Air Pollution Control Regulations 
John M. Daniel, Jr., Assistant Executive 
Director. State Air Pollution Control Board. 
Richmond, VA 

Air Pollution Control Systems 
John S. Alcorn, Jr., Zurn Industries, Inc. 
Birmingham, AL 

*Presented but not submitted for Proceedings. 



• 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service programs, activities, and employment opportunities are available to all people regardless of 
race, color. religion, sex, age, national origin, handicap, or political a'ffiliation. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. 
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Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension work, Acts of May 8 and June 30, 1914, and September 30, 1977, in cooperation with the t· 
U. S. Department of Agriculture. W. A. Van Dresser, Dean, Extension Division, Cooperative Extension Service, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061; M. C. Harding, Sr., Administrator, 1890 Extension Program, Virginia State 

University, Petersburg, Virginia 23803. 
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